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Flight To Freedom Awaits Fund Transfer

Agreement For Release Of Hostages Reached

By The Associated Press
frie United States reached agreement with Iran today for the release of
the 52 American hostages, but Iran's
chief hostage negotiator said their
flight to freedom awaited official word
that billions of dollars have been
transferred to the Bank of England.
At a news conference in Tehran, Iraman negotiator, Behzad Nabavi said
the hostages would be put aboard a
plane "immediately after" Iran hears
officially from Algeria that the United
States has transferred money to an
Algerian account in the Bank of

England under the agreement to exchange the hostages for frozen Iranian
funds.
Officials at Tehran airport gave conflicting reports about plans for the
hostages and several said they expected the 52 Americans to leave within
hours. As darkness fell in Tehran, an
airport official said at 9:30 CST, 7 p.m.
Tehran time, that the hostages are
supposed to come, but it's not yet
known when."
In Washington, a U.S. official said a
potentially serious lastminute hitch had
developed and that the Central Bank of

Iran had not authorized the Bank of
England to set up an escrow account for
the frozen Iranian assets. But ABC sera
later the money had been unfrozen and
the funds were "in place."
Nabavi said Algerian doctors were
examining the Americans and that the
doctors would have to submit a report
on the hostages' health at the moment
-of departure.
The complicated agreement to free
the hostages in exchange for what U.S.
officials said was $8 to $9 billion in
frozen Iranian funds,came after a
month effort by the Carter adrninistra-

tion and in the final hours of his
presidency.
President-elect Ronald Reagan, who
takes office Tuesday, said, -All of us
are encouraged but still have our
fingers crossed."
Nabavi said foreign newsmeu would
not be able to see the hostages before
their departure, but that the Americans
had been interviewed by Iranian
Television and that the film would be
"transmitted to the world tonight."
CBS said that sources inside Tehran
had told the network that the hostages
would likely be taken to Algiers in two
Algerian jetliners which had been standing by at the airport, then on to West
Germany in U.S. military hospital
planes.
The control tower at Mehrabad Airport, in a telephone conversation ;:vith
The Associated Press in New York,said
he had no information on any Algerian
planes and that no flight plans had been
filed.
If the hostages were flown from
Tehran to Algiers it would mean a trip
of about 3,000 miles. Algiers is about
1,000 miles from Wiesbaden and the

total flight time could be more than 10
hours.
U.S. officials hoped the freed
Americans would be flown to Algiers
and on to West Germany today, their
443rd day in captivity. President Carter
and other officials in Washington
prepared to fly to Germany to greet
them, but White House officials said the
president would not go if the trip would
prevent his, attending Reagan's inauguration Tuesday.
Nabavi also said on Tehran Radio
that,"we managed to rub in the dirt the
nose of the world's biggest oppressor
and superpower" and forced the United
States "to submit to the demands of our
Majlis (Parliament)" Nabavi was
replying to a question on a Tehran
Radio program that allowed listeners to
call in and speak with him. He "strongly denied" that Iran had acted from a
position of weakness.
Nabavi also denied a White House
report that Iran had signed the agreement, saying: "We will not sign an
agreement with the United States.
Rather the Algerian government will
issue a statement. We shall announce

our agreement with that state::
the U.S. government will ui
too. There will not be any Stf.t' •
rnent."
Carter, appearing in the Wtlit,•
press room at 4:55 a.m., after tt,
ing in Algiers, said a."few
:
were still to be signed -11001- '
money is actually transferred
• .
hostages are released."
"We don't know yet exactly
this procedure will go," he
are prepared to move as rapt
possible. All the preparation'
been completed pending tho
documents being signed."

•

Sources in Tehran said thei e were iio
demonstrations in the Iranian capital.
today, in contrast to an outpouring
thousands reviling the United States
following the seizure of the U S,
bassy and its staff by Islamic
on Nov.4,1979.
Deputy Secretary of State Warico Christopher, the chief American
negotiator in the long crisis, India!: ti
the agreement for the United Stat- the Algerian Foreign Ministry.

Washington Reaction:

Praise Greets Announcement
LEGISLATIVE SUBCOMMITTEES — Members of two
subcommittees on education of the Kentucky Legislatu
re met
at Murray State University's Wells Hall this morning to
acquaint themselves with MSU's programs, activities
, and
budgetary operations. MSU President Constantine W.
Curris, top, spoke to the legislators, members of the Subcommittee on Education of the Interim Joint Committee
on Appropriations and Revenue and the Subcommittee
on
Higher Education of the Interim Joint Committee on Educatio
n, prior to a scheduled tour of the campus this afternoon. Clockwise, from top, are, Curris; Rep. Freed
Curd, Murray, guest at the meeting; Rep. Carl Nett, Louisville
;
Sen. Robert Martin, Richmond; Rep. Harry Mobley Jr.,
Richmond; and Rep. Joel Ellington, Paducah. Other subcommittee members attending were Rep. Ramsey Morris,
Hopkinsville, and Rep. Willard (Woodie) Allen, Morgantown.
Staff Photo Br Mitt Sanden

Legislators Meet At Murray State
By DEBBIE N.LEE
Staff Writer
"The single most distinguishing
characteristic of Murray State University is its location," MSU President
Constantine W. Curris told members of
two subcommittees on education of the
Kentucky Legislature this morning.
"The geographic location has helped
shape the mission of MSU," Curtis said
to the legislators meeting at Murray
State's Wells Hall. He outlined three
area characteristics which have determined Murray State's educational offerings.

Curds said that west Kentucky's
heavily agricultural nature has had an
impact on the agriculture, preveterinary and agri-business programs
at the university.
He also noted that since west Kentucky is primarily a region of small
business activity, the university has
placed emphasis on reaching and helping small businesses, including the
tourism industry.
The university president told the
legislators that MSU has sought to respond to the needs of rural residents
because the region is essentially a rural

area.
The six legislators, members of the
Subcommittee on Education of the Interim Joint Committee on Appropriations and Revenue and the Subcommittee on Higher Education of the Interim
Joint Committee on Education, met on
the Murray State campus to familiarize
themselves with the university's programs, activities and budgetary operations.
The visit is the seventh in a series being made by the legislators to the campuses of Kentucky's public higher
education institutions.
•
"In this area of the state, we have
less duplication of education than any
other area," Curris said, noting that the
See SUBCOMMITTEE
Page 12, Column 6

WASHINGTON A P )
Congressional leaders of both parties greeted
agreement for release of the American
hostages today with praise for President Carter and top administration officials and relief that an end is finally in
sight to the agonizing ordeal.
Secretary of State Edmund S. Muskie
said,"They will soon be free. They will
soon be home."
"But," he added, "our celebration of
their release is muted by the suffering
that has been so bravely endured."
Sen. Charles Percy, chairman of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
said Muskie told him in a predawn
phone call that both the United States
and Iran had signed the agreement.
"It ended the agony that every family
and all Americans have gone through,"
the Illinois Republican said. "I'm very
happy that the problem can be resolved
now so that the Reagan administration
is free to devote its total energy to
restoring the economy and strengthening our national defense and foreign

According to Calloway County Sheriff
Max Morris, the Spratt vehicle
sideswiped a car driven by O.B. Farley,
9th Street, Murray.
Spratt's vehicle continued down the

The Dexter Senior Citizens are sponsoring a benefit supper for the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad. 4 p.m., Jan.
23 at the Dexter Community Center, according to Elizabeth Puckett, Dexter.
The charge is $1.25 per plate and contributions are welcome. Entertainment
will be provided.

road,left the road and hit a tree, Morris
said.
Spratt was taken to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital where he
later was pronounced dead, Morris
said.
Farley was not injured, Morris said.
The accident occurred at 3:24 p.m.,
Morris said.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
transferred the body to Louisville.

DARK FIRE-CURED SALE — Buyers inspect the dark fire-cured tobacco as
the sale began at 9 a.m. today at the Growers Loose Leaf Floor.

The Murray State Racers moved into a tie for second
place in the Ohio
Valley Conference Saturday with a 74-70 victory over
league leader Middle Tennessee State University. For complete
coverage, see today's
Sports Section.
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GREAT CAKE, BAKE — Jo Curris, Rainey Apperson and
Gaye Simpson,
WSJP's "Gays."
..re Gourmet," discuss the cair. recipe they are going
to -choose for Murray's First Great Cake Bake
set for Thursday's Murray State'
Austin Peay doubleheader. Murray residents
and MSU students are asked
to bake cakes and bring them to Racer
Arena by 6 p.m. Thursday to enter
in two divisions of competition — best tasting
cake and best decorated
cake. A $5 entry fee will be earmarked for
the MSU women's programs.
Those wishing to enter a cake should call MSU's athletic promotio
ns office w
,At 762-6800 by noon Wednesday.

(

,

Lakers Win Again
The Calloway County Speech Team
continued its winning ways last
weekend at the University of
Breckinridge Speech Tournament, at
Morehead, Kentucky. The tournament
consisted of 33 schools from Kentucky,
Ohio and West Virginia. The Calloway
team placed first with a total of 206,
points, Wheeling Park, W. Va. was second with 226 and Sycamore. Ohio was
third with 178. •
The victory was sweetened when Kim
Weatherford, described by the head of
the tournament as very hard working
and representative of the type of team
he is on, won the Trithon Award. This
award was introduced last year at the
tournament. It is given to the person
competing in three events and placing

highest in the three.
Team members placing were: Kil!,
Weatherford', first in Analysis of PullAddress: Earl Brown, first„, I
Brumley, second in Storytelling; C.
Weatherford second in Impronaatt...
Kim Weatherford, second Lan'',
Jones, third, Marcia Cunninghani t•
in Original Oratory; Alan Mci'l 1 d
third, Louis Zimmerman, fourth. Kelly
Crouse, sixth in Discussion; Lanesa
Jones, fourth, Marcia Cunninghani.
fifth in Prose; Cindy Bazzell, fifth in
Poetry; Jenise Boyd, sixth in Extemporaneous; and Marie Brantly and
Mickey Hutson,sixth in Duet Acting
The Calloway team will be hosting
their own tournament next Saturday .
January 24.

George Hodge, a local businessman,
was elected president of the Kentucky
Fair and Horse Show Association for
1981 at the group's state convention
in
Owensboro last weekend.

rain likely
Rain likely tonight with lows in
the 30S to low 40s. Rain likely
Tuesday with highs in the low to
mid 40s. Winds southwesterly to
10 mph. Precipitation chances 60
percent tonight and 70 percent
Tuesday.
Extended Weather Outlook
The extended forecast for
Wednesday through Friday calls
fur partly cloudy skies and nearnormal temperatures through the
period. Highs will be in the 40s
with lows in the 20s.

!-

WINNERS AGAIN — The Calloway
County High Speech team
another tournament last weekend at the
University of Breckinridge Site.
Tournnament. There were 33 teams in
the event and the takers K Of1
a total of 286 points.

George Hodge Elected To
Head Kentucky Fair Board

inside today

One Section — 12 Pages

State Cyrus Vance.
"I'm gratified that the Ito
going to be released," Byrd
have waited a long time and it : ,
a frustrating experience
Americans.
"Our nation has responded ;.
mature and responsible MO
throughout this long ordeal and
take pride in this," he add,-tt
hostages' safe return never t"ti
hearts and minds of -virtually il,
people."

Benefit For Rescue
Squad Set, Dexter

Traffic Accident Fatally
Injures Rudell Sprott, 52
Haden Spratt Jr., 52, Shady Oaks
Trailer Court, was killed Sunday afternoon following a two-vehicle accident
on Kentucky 121, about two miles south
of Murray.

policy."
He added, "We as a nation must
achieve both the image and the reality
of political, economic, and military
power and strength which will deter attacks on our vital national interests."
Percy praised Carter, Muskie and
Deputy Secretary of State Warren
Christopher for their -magnificent efforts."
Sen. Robert Byrd, D-W.Va., the
Senate Democratic leader, also praised
the three men and former Secretary of

An association member since 1965,
Hodges duties will be to coordinate of
all functions of the association, which
oversees all county fairs and horse
shows in the state.
"It's quite an honor," Hodge said this
morning. "But I couldn't have done it
without the full support from the people
of Calloway County."
. Donna .Swift. the 1980 MurrayCalloway County Jaycee Fair queen,
also attended the convention and participated in the association's beauty
pageant.
Al'. Myers, Hazel, was appointed to
the horse show committee.
Also attending the convention from
Murray were Jerry McCoy,state board

•

'71K;
r41.

George Hodge
member, and Mr. and fssirs. Eddie
Jones, presidents of the loAl fair.

-
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Coming Community Events

Jo Burkeen, Local Scene Editor
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Dant)
Hotel Fires Require
Guests with Cool Heads
DEAR ABBY: Please consult your experts and tell your
readers what to do in the ,event of a hotel fire.
Should yOu stay in your room or head for the stairway?
At the stairway. should you head up or down?
If you remain in your room,should you break the windows
err leave them closed?
If there is a balcony, should you open the sliding doors or
keep them shut?
I read "Dear Abby- every day, as do millions of others,
and this information could make the difference between life
and death. Thank you.
MRS. LB., ELMER, N.J.
DE.Alt MRS. B.: With the cooperation of the Los
Angeles Fire Department, I have put together some
dos and don'ts:
When checking into your room, be sure you know
where the fire exit is so you can find it in the dark.
You may have to.
If there is any indication, or even a suspicion of
fire, call the hotel operator immediately, ask for an
outside line, and call the fire department yourself;
then alert the hotel operator.
Capt. Richard H. Kauffman of the Los Angeles
.County Fire Department said."Believe it or not, most
hotels will not call the fire department until they
verify whether or not there really is a fire, and have
tried to put it out themselves. Should a guest call to
report a fire, the hotel will almost always send a
bellhop, security guard or anyone else who's not busy
to investigate. Hotels are reluctant to "disturb" their
guests. Fire engines in the street are quite embarrassing and tend to draw crowds. So if you suspect
there's a fire in the hotel, call the fire department
yourself. The hotel may be a little upset with you, but
really ... who gives a damn? The fire department
will be glad you called; you may have saved many
lives."
Keep your hotel key where you can find it quickly.
Should you decide to leave your room in a hurry,take
your key with you in case you want to get back into
your room. Be sure to close the door behind you.(A
small flashlight would be invaluable.)
1. Should you stay in your room or head for the
stairway?
If there is no trace of smoke in your room, feel the
door with the palm of your hand. If the door or knob
is warm,don't open the door. If it isn't warm,drop to
your knees and slowly open the door, but be ready to
slam it should a cloud of smoke roll in. If the hallway
is clear, head for the exit — not the elevator.
2. At the stairway, should you head up or down?
Once inside most stairways, remember that you
probably won't be able to get out except at the first
floor or the roof.(Stairway doors usually are locked
from the inside for security reasons.) Hold onto the
handrail and walk down slowly. If you encounter any
smoke, turn around, hold the handrail and exit onto
the roof. Remember, many people may be running
down the stairway, so be careful.
3. If you stay in your room, should you break the
windows or open the sliding doors?
If you decide to stay, make every effort to notify
someone that you are remaining in your room. It's
best not to open the outside sliding doors or windows
because smoke might enter. If you go out onto the
balcony, close the door (don't lock it) while you are
out of the room. If you break out windows,it's a good
bet you'll seriously injure someone down below with
falling glass chunks. If smoke starts to creep in under
the door, stuff wet towels or sheets in the crack to
make a tight seal. If the door or wall gets hot, use the
ice bucket and bail water against the hot area. Don't
panic. Firefighters will get to you as soon as they can.
Remember: The air is best near the floor. If you
remain in your X0Orn, fill the bathtub and sink with
water to have handy for soaking towels to cover your
nose and mouth in order to breathe.
If smoke is coming in through the ventilator, try to
stuff wet towels in tightly enough to seal. If that fails,
prop the mattress against the wall (possibly on a
chair), and move other furniture against it to make a
tight seal.
I repeat: The time to think about what you will do in
case of a hotel fire is when you check into your room.
They Thor. Jan. 21
720 9!25
Defy Perron

Tuesday. Jan. 2a
Murray Otoniust Club is
scheduled to meet at 6 p.m. at
the Boston Tea Party
Willing Workers Sunday
School Class of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church will meet at
the home of Carol Turner.

Community Chorus will
practice at 7.30 p.m. in the
meeting room of the Calloway.
Public Library. This is open to
all interested persons.

By Abigail Van Buren

_

idanday,Jas. 19
Murray -Calloway County
Baseball Assoctation will
meet at 6 p.m at the Federal
and Savings and Loan.
Seventh and Main Streets. All
interested persons are invited.

Jazz Combo
Feature For
Music Meet
The
Jazz
Combo,
•Joanathan and Friends,"
from the Murray State
University Jazz program will
entertain with a selection of
sentimental tunes at the meeting of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's
Club to be held Tuesday, Jan.
20, at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house,703 Vine Street.
This is an open meeting and
the public is invited. Carole
Hahn, program chairman
chairman, said that jazz had
its beginning in our own country, the United States. The
director of the jazz program
on the MSU campus is Ray
Smith, Fine Arts Department.
Bill Parsons is dean.
Murray State students making up this combo include
Jonathan Noffsinger, Drew
Cremisio, Valerie Nicholson,
Scott Kaufman, and Scott
Anderson
Jean Bennett, club chairman, said that the business
meeting will follow the program so that gusts may feel
free to leave at the end of the
program.
Hostesses for the meeting
will be Mary B. Hays, chairman, Norinne Winter, Marietta O'Bryan, Barbara Brandon, Dorothy Crouse, Sue
Bazzell, and Kathy Mowery.

Senior Adult Fellowstup of
First Baptist Church will meet
at 12 noun at the Fellowstup
Hall for a covered dish luncheon and program by Dr Irma Collins.

Events at Murray State
University Student Center will
include a film festival at 2:30
p m. and performances by
Doug King, magician.

Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
of the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

Basketball games between
Murray Middle School boys
and girls and Benton teams
will heat 6 AL at Murray.

Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at the church building at
7 p.m.
•

Tr -Alpha of Murray High
School will meet at 6:30 p.m.

Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house
with the program to be given
by Dr. and Mrs. Castle Parker
on their travels in China.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Lodge
Hall.

Music Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house.

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.

Wednesday,Jan. 21
Bible Study by Christian
Women's Club of Murray will
be held at the home of Mrs.
Calvin Morris at 9 a.m.

Golden Circle Class of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet with June Cottrell at 7
p.m.

Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries (Int.) will be held
at 7 p.m. at the University
Branch of the Bank of Murray
with Betty Lester, CPS,
Paducah,as speaker.
Tuesday,Jan. 20
Free blood pressure check
will be held from 12 noon to 2
p.m. at the Seventh Day
Adventist„Church, South 15th
and Sycamore Streets.
Retirees of Local 1068 UAW
of the Tappan Company and • ,
retirees of other locals are
scheduled to meet for a
Covered dish supper at 5:30
p.m. at the First Christian
Church.

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Events at new Student
Center, Murray State University, will be a cartoon festival
at 1 p.m. and barbershop
quartet, Kentucky Transfer,
peforming throughout the day
at various locations in the
building.
Senior Citizens Centers will
be open as follows: Dexter at
9:30 a.m.; Hazel and Douglas
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
from 10 a m.to 3 p.m.

'reInterest

J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will meet at 1:30
p.m. for a dessert "dutch
treat" at the Triangle Inn.

United Campus Ministry
Luncheon will be held at 12:30
p.m. in the Ohio Room, 304,
Third Level, Murray State
Student Center.
Overeaters Anonymous will
meet at 12 noon on the second
floor of the Baptist Student
Union, North 15th Street.

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Vance of Murray Route 6 announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Anita Faye, to Mark Homer Crass, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Homer Crass of Murray Route 6.
'The bride-elect, a 1980 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is presently employed at Safe-T Discount Pharmacy.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Troy Vance of Murray Route 6 and of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Turner of Almo
Route 1.
Mr. Crass attended Calloway County High School and is
presently employed at Murray Appliance. He is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Morris of Murray Route 6 and of Mr.
and Mrs. Bonnie Crass of Kirksey Route 1.
The wedding will be solemnized on Thursday, March 12, at
7 p.m. at the Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
Only out of town invitations will be sent, and all friends and
relatives of the couple are invited to attend.

More Research—

Needed On Toxic
ATLANTA (AP) — More
research is needed before
superabsorbent tampons can
be linked conclusively to toxic
shock syndrome, doctors at
the national Centers for
Disease Control say.
Midwestern researchers
this week reported a higher
risk of contracting the disease
among users of superabsorbent tampons. But
members of a CDC task force
investigating the mysterious,
sometimes fatal, disease said
Wednesday their own studies
had found a link only between
the use of tampons and the incidence of the disease.
Dr. Arthur Reingold said the
CDC's own studies had failed
to find a link between tampon
absorbency and toxic shock
risk, but he added that "we
measured absorbency in different ways" than the

To

Senior Citizens
Golden Age Club To Meet
The Golden Age Club will
meet Thursday, Jan. 22, at
11:30 a.m. at the social hall of
the First United Methodist
church.
A potluck luncheon will be
served followed by bingo, according to a club spokesman
who urges all members to attend.
The club held its annual
December meeting at the
church with 36 members and
four guests present. Movies of
the Land Between the I,akes
were shown.
Members present were Paul
Kingins, Mesdames Naoma
Schwalm, Hildred Sharp,
Autry Lang, Callsta Clanton.
Thelma Parker, Modena Butterworth. Antis Fuqua. Lucille
Rollins, Bettye Bridges, Hoy
Caldwell, ()pal Reeves, Mary
Ray, and Meme Mottingly.,
Messrs and Mesdames Roger

Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet at 10:30 a.m. at
the home of Ruby Burchett

Vance-Crass Vows
To Be Read March 12

Front Porch Swing, a group
of female barber shop singers,
will meet at 7 p.m. at the First
Christian Church.

Christian Women's Club of
Murray will meet at 12 noon at
House
Colonial
the
Smorgasbord.

Board of Directors of the
Murray-Calloway
County
Mental Health and Mental
Retardation Association is
scheduled to meet at 3 p.m. at
the center.

Events at Murray State
University Student Center will
include a film at 7 and 9:30
p.m. in the theatre, and perParents Anonymous will formance
by Nine Kahle at
meet at 6:30 p.m. For infor- lower-level
coffeehouse.
mation call 753-5995 or 4354385.
Women of the Oaks Country
Club will have a luncheon at 12
Richard Valentine Puppets
noon at the club with Henry
will perform at 10 a.m. and
Montgomery and Joyce
3:30 p.m. in the green room at
Thomas as chairmen of the
the Old Freight Depot, Cityhostesses.
County Park.

Blue Grass State CB Club is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
Joe's Family Restaurant.

Murray TOPS take off
pounds sensibly Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.

Wednesday, Jaa,21
Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
11:45 a.m. at Hazel and at 12
noon at Douglas.

Burgoyne, Bill Marose, Dan
Mears, Andrew Lachoy,
Robert Davis, Carl Hendrickson, Bob Hopkins, Ted
Schluter, and Joe Gertzen.
Guests were Mrs. Otte
McDougal, and the Rev. and
Mrs. Jimmy Stubbs and son.

Midwestern researchers.
"We are in no way casting
doubt on their findings," he
said. "It's clear they found a
relationship with absorbency,
and we feel that's important.
B
neuetwde feel more study is
needed."
Researchers from three
Midwestern health departments reported Tuesday finding women who use superabsorbent tampons exclusively are 30 times more likely to
contract TSS than women who
use no tampons. They also
reported that women using
any kind of tampon stood a 17
times greater chance of contracting the disease than
women using no tampons at
all.
The study, involving 240
women from Minnesota, Iowa
and Wisconsin, did not deter.
mine why super-absorbent
tampons seemed more likely
to bring on TSS.
Health officials say there
have been 818 cases of TSS,
mostly in women younger
than 30, and 69 deaths since
1978. Symptoms include fever,
diarrhea, vomiting, a drop in
blood pressure and a sunburnlike rash.

MAYFIEW PATIENT
Dismissed Jan. 3 from the
Community
Hospital,
Mayfield, was Patricia Ann
Riley of Kirksey Route 1.

a
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In your new town.
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Garden Path
ly 11018. W.P. WILLIAM

floe snow stays with us, as
some people say, it is waiting
for another one to come
Meanwhile the few blossoms
we happen to have in the
house ire doubly welcome I
have a little pot of ordinary
begonias with a few sprays 01
delicate pink blooms. I stop
and take a look every time I
pass by For some reason I
appreciate them far more
than I did last summer when
a porch box full was in bloom
A lovely pink Poinsettia was
sent to me in the hospital and
it has been a source of joy I
have always thought that if I
had only one Poinsettia. I
would rather have a red one.
but I am changing my mind
for this pink one has completely won me over The rich
shade of pink, the regular
shape of the plant, the perfection of the blossoms all add up
to a thing of beauty
I wonder if I would enjoy
them as much if I lived in a
climate where they grow in
the yard like zinnias do here.
I think they would become
common-place.
Another
reason why I like this particular climate. It is cold and
icy for a while, but the days
pass so swiftly that I
guarantee it won't be long
before we see the crocus poking out their green tips
through the soil.
Right now we have our
house plants to look after.
The two main points to
remember are — don't water
them too much and turn the
pots every two or three days
so that the plant keeps a good
shape. Over watering is the
biggest fault of most of us. We
feel that the atmosphere in
the house is dry and we must
compensate for it. Be sure the
hole in the bottom of the polls
not covered by foil or other
obstruction_ it is water standing around the roots that
does the damage. Once a
week is sufficent for most
plants. And turning the plant
so that all sides can face the
light, keeps it from leaning in
one direction so long that it
becomes misshapen.
A small bottle of liquid fertilizer can be added to the
watering can during the
winter and will help keep a
well.
plant growing
Sometimes we fuss over our
house plants too much. They
do better if left alone. All we
need to do is to see that they
get a good start and then use
common sense. Really that is
the key to all gardening.
Learn the basics, give a
shrub the sod it needs, sufficient water and then watch it
grow. There-are some finicky
plants, of course, but I grow
very few of them. I try to

stick to the main line of hardy
things that do well in this
climate That way there are
fewer disappointments and

more enjoyment A plant that
takes all ones time is not s
pleasure but a chore GardeoIlig is never that
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CHICKEN FRIED STEAK
CHOPPEDSTEAK
STEAK'nMUSHROOMS
STEAK/ISTUFF
Dinners include
•Baked Potato or French Fries
•Stockade Toast

All you can eat SALAD BAR
with each meal purchase.
All Menu Items 1 i2 Price
for Children Under 12
When Accompanied by an Adult.

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Prices good at oart.opating Sirloin Stockades

Bel Air Shopping Center
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Coll The Cherry Branch on Chestnut for on appomi,,,..1 Hours 1-5 Thursday
January 22 -- 753-8272.
YOU'LL LEARN the skincare plan that's perfect for you by actually using the
products chosen for your special needs
YOU'LL DISCOVER how to apply the newest makeup look by doing your own
makeup under the expert guidance of our Estee Louder Beauty Specialist
The look you achieve will be the one you II want to recreate again and
again when you wish lobe your most glowing self
Coll now or stop by the Estee Louder counter for your appointment with a
glorious new you

Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to girt
your bearings CalTme— your WELCOME WAGON Hostess
When you've Just moved, you're pressed for time
And the gifts, community and business information I bring
will save your family time and money.
Lot me hear fro -I you icon.
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HEALTH

Observations

Could be a migraine
hat
it a

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB
I am
an overweight 27-year-old
woman For the past several
years I have been having very
painful headaches Sometimes
I take up to five aspirins but
they don't help any To get the
pain stopped I have to push on
the sides of my head Sometimes I get double vision. too
It lasts only a couple of
minutes. The double vision
never comes when I have the
headaches Also I see silver
spots in front of my eyes
; They sometimes last up to an
•• hour or so What can be causing these problems' Could it
be nerves"
DEAR READER - Headaches are one of the most
;common complaints. People
•;:- sometimes have difficulty
• deciding whether to see a doei tor because of headaches
; Anyone who has persistent

Jones And Cartwright
Speakers At Luncheon

ly tactile Hort

Our 40th President:
I What Religious Faith?

eyes and even doeloe vision
During the campaign for the Christ, the following news was
Then the constrice'?d arteries presidency, some were con- revealed: "Victorville, Cal.
relax and dilate The dilation cerned about the religious con- July 10 '80
- Presidential
stretches nerve fibers in the
viction of President-Elect hopeful Ronald Reagan says
artery wall and the pain
Ronald Reagan. I made his Christian Church
begins.
Disciples
The main causes of head- survey of past presidents:
of
Christi
aches are discussed in The church preferences and found background qualified him as a
Health Letter number 16-12, there were 10 Emseopaleans; "Born Again Christian."
Headaches and What to Do five
Unitarians;
"Mr. Reagan, questioned at
seven
About Them, which I am send- Presbyterians
; two Reformed a Western Gospel Sing recenting you Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a Dutch; five Methodists; two ly, claimed 'Born Again'
long, stamped. self-addressed Disciples of Christ; three Bap- status‘by his baptism into the
envelope for it to me, in care tists; one Congregationalist, 1.2 million member denorrunaof this newspaper, P0 Box one Catholic, and one Reform- lion.
1551, Radio City Station. New ed Dutch. Every president
"I know what many of those
York, NY 10019.
listed in the encyclopedia was who use that term mean by it,
Stressful events do bring on
but the situation in the church
migraine headaches In addi- a member of some church.
searched in various I was raised in, the Christian
tion to modifying your life
style to avoid headaches. sources and could find no Church,' you were baptized
there are a number of medi- reference to Reagan's belief in and you, yourself, decided
cines that often control them.
Christianity. There was that you were, as the Bible
DEAR DR. LAMB — A
says. born again. In the conyear ago I had a nose bleed. It nothing in his campaign to indicate that he was a believer text of the Bible, by being bappoured out I stopped it A
in Christ. I heard on the TV tized, you were born again.
month later I had my finger in
my nose and it started I that Mr. and Mrs. Reagan at"...Mr. Reagan is listed as a
couldn't stop it and went to tended the Presbyterian member of the Hollywood
emergency. They put cocaine Church that is located across Beverly Christian Church in
up my nose and packed it It
the street from his California Los Angeles although he atcoagulates fast. Then three
home. This was Sunday after- tends a Bible Presbyterian
weeks ago I had one again. I
Frances Drake
the election.
Church in Bel Air where he
put pressure on my nose and it
Then I got the news lives.
stopped It pours down my
FOR TUESDAY,JANUARY 20, 1981
throat. The doctor in the "Straight from the horse's
..."He still considers this his
What kind of day will tomor- valuable antiques.
emergency room said it was a
mouth." In the Disciple, a church, making monthlx. conpumper. This means an
row be? To find out what the
LIBRA
publication of the Disciples of tributions and maintaining
artery. Can an artery break
stars say, read the forecast
i Sept. 23 to Oct. 221
open. If it were an artery,
,given for your birth Sign.
Extra income now possible. could I control
the bleeding
Social life brings you added with pressure? I don't
have
ARIES
popularity. Friends put you on high blood pressure. If this
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) gralr
to opportunity. Accept invita- happens again should I have it
The emphasis is on romance tions.
cauterized?
and recreational activities.
DEAR READER — Since
Singles may opt for marriage, SCORPIO
you were able to stop it with
GIRL SCOUTS
'pressure on your nose that
and marrieds will strengthen (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
An unexpected trip is possi- suggests the bleeding point
For cookie lovers all over Kentuckiana, the time is here
bonds °Affection.
is
ble. Be alert for career open- in the tip of the nose. There is
again for Girl Scout Cookie Sales. Carrying on a 50 year tradiTAURUS
tion, girls will be knocking on doors to take orders for the
( Apr. 20 to May 20) tikii7" ings that will lead to increased a nest of small vessels there
including
small arteries. Presseven varieties of cookies from Jan. 23 to Feb. 8. Cookies are
Make important domestic income. A confidential move
sure will often stop bleeding
sold only Once a year.
decisions now. Begin do-it- pays off favorably.
there
SAGITTARIU
S
pIrcepy
yourself household projects.
The 1981 cookies will be sold at 81.50 a box, to be delivered
I would like for you to go
Take work home from the of- (Nov.22 to Dec. 211 1(
to the door between March 13 and 22. During that time girls
see an ear, nov and throat
Money
improves.
Friends (ENT)
fice if necessary.
will conduct booth sales in shopping centers and other
specialist.
may invite you on a trip. En- an artery in the Sometimes
GEMINI
back of the
selected locations. The time to plan to fill the freezer is now.
increased
joy
popularity. nose can crack open and cause
May 21 to June 20 I
. and to help support one of the nation's finest youth organizaInvestigate
alternative Publishing and educational bleeding. Nose bleeds can be
tions, a spokesman said.
matters
more
bring
luck.
serious
than most peosources of income Creative
Proceeds from the annual drive help finance troop acple believe, particularly in
CAPRICORN
interests are highlighted. Entivities all year, provide camp development and improveadults.
rt;
joy romance, hobbies, and (Dec.22 to Jan. 19) lei
ment, Girl Scout national and international events, and
The ones in the tip of the
New friends likely now.
recreational pursuits.
scholarships for girls attending resident and day camps.
Seek financial backing for im- nose are often controlled by
CANCER
cauterizing the area but if a
Girls are helping other girls to build a better future through
portant projects. Career ven- larger
'June 21 toJuly 22 I
artery in the back of
4:
:)
learning and doing in Girl Scouting. A successful cookie sale
Love at first-sight is possi- tures should bring financial the nose is involved, it is
is a very important part of the future of Girl Scouting, said an
sometimes necessary to tie it
ble. Make decisions concern- gains now.
official of the Girl Scouts.
'off
ing the purchase of major AQUARIUS
borne appliances. Real estate ( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Job-hunters meet with luck
ventures pay,off!
and opportunity. Close ties
LEO
may decide to marry. Some
I July 23 to Aug. 221
Dress in style now. You'll couples will travel together.
make important contacts. Make plans now.•
Local visits and travel lead to PISCES
opportunity. Make use of (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Begin new work projects
creativity.
now. Make job-related deciVIRGO
sions. Work now leads to
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 1
Behind-the-scenes ventures financial gains. New
assignments
come your way.
may lead to added income.
YOU BORN TODAY work
Look for bargains in out-ofwell
partnership.
in
You're
the-way spots. Check attics for
sensitive and imaginative and
often choose a creative
medium through which to ex •
press these qualities. You
need to cultivate a sense of
humour and an optimistic atBegin losing weight immediately titude to balance a tendency to
wrth maximum-strength Super Ufall into the doldrums.
rines reducing tablets and Diet Plan
It rakes over where your will power
leaves oft A government appointed
panel of medical and scientific experts has reviewed the clinical tests
of the maximum-strength ingredient
in Super OerInex, and has termed it
The Retirees of the Local
"sate and ettectiv6" for appetite control and weight loss You eat less. UAW will hold their regular
and turn food and excess fat into covered dish supper on Tuesburned-up energy instead of extra day,
Jan. 20, at 5:30 p.m. at
weight Use only as directed Try
Super Nines, today It works, or the fellowship hall of the First
your money back
Christian Church.
Rows s low
50 TABLETS-$2.79
This monthly event is for all
Evryslas
Discani PTO 110 TABLETS -$4.59 retirees and their families and
also for retirees of other
'0111 riccr1 all
locals.
In ease of inclement
weather, the meeting will be
cancelled,a spokesman said.
headaches or a particularly
severe headache should seek
medical attention A headache
is a symptom While it is true
it may be a complication of a
cold or Just nervous tension, it
can be a symptom of an
important disease
I don't mean to frighten you
but double vision and headaches could mean an enlarged
artery in the brain or a tumor.
This is probably not true in
your case but your doctor will
want to sort out your history_
Your story sounds more like
you have migraine headaches,
but the sequence of your
symptoms is important in
making a decision.
A common sequence in
migraines is the onset of constriction of the arteries to the
brain first This interferes
with circulation to the brain
and causes spots before the

Your Individual
Horoscope

Cookie Sales
Will Start

In,
*

try45.

contact through letters and
conferences said Benjamin H.
Moore, senior minister of the
Disciple congregation.
"Mr. Reagan has a longtime relationship to the
denomination including
graduation from Eureka I Ill.)
College, a Disciple School,
where he was president of the
student organization '
Mr. Reagan's inauguration
will make him the 40th president and the third one to be a
member of the Disciples of
Christ.

'The Future for Ethnic
Minorities" will be the subject
for the United Campus
Ministry luncheon on Wednesday, Jan. 21. Speakers will be
Steve Jones, assistant professor in the Sociology Department, and Dr. Joe Cartwright
of the History Department,
Murray State University
Jones is currently teaching
a sociology course on
Minorities in the U S Dr.

Cartwright has taught and
published on the subject of
race relations
The UCM luncheons will tic
held each Wednesday this
semester from 12:30 until 1 20
p.m in the Ohio Room,
number 304, third level of the
University Center. Food may
be purchased at the snack bar
or cafeteria and taken to the
Ohio Room for the Rancher
program

COOKING'
IS FUN

;40 1
CECILY BROWNSTONE
Astmelokbol Prowk.Fised Edam

LET'S GET TIIt:ETHER.
Winter Soup Garlic Bread
Layei Cake
Fred Sprague's
Winter Soup
A specialty from Seattle.
'a pound ground beef
1 large caii about 33
ounces I tomatoes
3 beef bouillon cubes
dissolved in 3 cups boiling
water
eup dry red wine
'1 teaspoon dried basil
J. teaspoon dried thyme
Salt and pepper to taste
z cup diced I 'z-inch i celery
cup cut frozen green
beans
'
asz.cup diced fa inch) car-

'Peck

Associates. Inc.
of PadU.dh & Elizabethtown
is pleased to announc e

our new firm.name

:

n'z cup diced ('a inch) pared
potatoes
2 tablespoons minced
parsley
In a large saucepan brown
the beef, crumbling with a
fork; drain off fat. Add the remaining ingredients; let bubble gently. about 1 hour. Makes
if
2 quarts.

•

Peck Flannery Groom

Warron Inc.
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ATTENTION MURRAY STATE EMPLOYEES
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Start losing
weight today

UAW Retirees Will
Meet On Tuesday
. .
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"That's the way
you want
it."
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If You Want
To Save
Time And
Trouble
Read
This!

Men's or
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It May
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Concern:

University? If you do,
State
Murray prescriptions covered on
at
work
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O
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rogram.
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Drug
insurance p
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1-kolland
State
prescriptions admini
Murray
filling
your new
through a
now
been
and
has
years,
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prescriptions OCIVI
your
prior
able to fill
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limits, we
with
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Murray city
not familor
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delivery within talk to Bob or Bill.
free
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such
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might
or
call
you
why
urge you to
Holland Drug.
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filled
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sider having
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Suits
Jan 20-21-22
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"And, We Deliver"
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Phone
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Shirts
Laundered and pressed
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Looking Backa

Opinion Page

10 Years Ago
The body of Porter Branded, Jr., 27,
was found yesterday at 8:45 p.m. in a
farm pond about two-tenths mile west
of his home at Hazel. Calloway County
Coroner Max Churchill said his death
was apparently the result of accidental
drowning while on a hunting tnp.
Deaths reported also include W. C.
, Connie Hall, 85, and Thomas P.
Downs,87.
Another all time high average,$53.16,
was recorded for the sales of dark fired
tobacco on the Murray Market, according to 011ie Barnett, market reporter.
Calloway County Extension Agent
Ted Howard said an all day meeting on
tobacco is planned Jan. 20 at the Holiday Inn, sponsored by the local banks
and the Tobacco Board of Trade.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Henry: Armstrong,
Jan. 14, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Thompson, Jan. 15, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Wilson, Jan. 15, and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. William Draffen, Jan.
15.
The Bank of Murray reports assets of
$40,732,610.41 at the close of business on
Dec. 31, 1970, according to its published
statement.
Murray State University Racers beat
Bradley in an overtime basketball
game at Peoria, Ill.

Agreement Straight
P.- Dollars-For-People
By GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON API — The agreement to end the hostage ordeal is a
straight dollars-for-people deal: Iran
frees the 52 American captives and the
United States releases frozen Iranian
assets.
But US. officials insist Iran is not
getting "a dime of American money."
"The basic exchange is we're getting
back whatthey took from us and giving
back to them what we took from them,
as a result," State Department
spokesman John Trattner said Sunday.
Vice President Walter F. Mondale,
interviewed Sunday on ABC's "Issues
and Answers," denied the deal amounts
to the United States' paying ransom.
"We are not paying a" dime of
American money for the return of these
hostages," he said. "The Iranians are
not - receiving anything that is
ours....This is their money, that we
have frozen,that we will be returning to
them."
Besides returning Iran's gold and
dollars held in American banks since
shortly after the hostages were taken
Nov. 4, 1979, 12 major American banks
also reportedly agreed to drop lawsuits
seeking repayment of money they contend Iran owes them.
Iran retreated from its estimate of
$14 billion in frozen assets, which the
Carter administration insisted totaled
about $9.5 billion. Mondale said Sunday
the final figure is about $8 billion.
Of that, Iran would get about $5.2

billion immediately
Late last week, the Carter admuustration readied $2.2 billion for
delivery to an escrow account that
could be turned over to Iran when the
hostages are released.
More than $3 billion now held in European branches of American banks also
would be released. Iran would use
about $1 billion in Iranian deposits in
those banks to repay in full the loans obtained by the government of the late
former shah.
The Washington Post said Sunday an
additional $2 billion would be placed in
an escrow account and used to pay off
the remaining loans by American
banks to Iranian institutional borrowers, such as development banks,
and Iranian companies.
Perhaps the most significant concession by Iran involves its demand for the
return of the late Shah Mohammad
Reza Pahlavi's wealth. Of the $24
billion that Iran demanded last month
be placed in an Algerian escrow account. $10 billion represented the assets
Iran presumed the shah had in the
United States.
That would have required an appropriation by Congress because there
is no legal way for the U.S. government
-to attach the shah's money. Moreoever,
the Carter administration's own
estimate of the shah's wealth was only
a small fraction of Iran's figure.
Iran eventually accepted the
American argument that Iran's right to
any such properties must be determined within the American court system.

Text OfPresident
Carter's Announcement
WASHINGTON I API — -Here is the
text coif President Carter's announcement of the agreement reached
between the United States and Iran on
the hostage crisis.
Carter: I know you have been up all
night with me and I appreciate it very
much.
We have now reached an agreement
with Iran which will result. I believe, in
the freedom of our American hostages.
The last documents have now been
signed in Algiers following the signing
of the documents in Iran which will
result in this agreement.
We still have a few documents to sign
before the money is actually
transferred and the hostages are
released.
The essence of the agreement is that
following the release of our hostages,
then we will unfreeze and transfer to
the Iranians a major part of the assets
which were frozen by me when the Iranians seized our embassy compound
and took our hostages.
We have also reached complete
. agreement on the arbitration procedures between ourselves and Iran
with the help of the Algerians which will'
resolve the claims that exist between
residents of our nation and Iran and
vice versa.
I particurlarly want to express my
public thanks, as I have already done
privately, to the Algerians, to their
president Chadli Bendjedid , their
Foreign Minister ; Mohamed I Benyahia
and to the three-man negotiating teams
who have done such a superb job, and
fair and equitable arbitration between
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
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ourselves and officials of Iran.
We don't yet know exactly how fast
this procedure will go. We are prepared
to move as rapidly as possible. All the
preparations have been completed pending the final documents being signed.
I will have more to say to you when
our American hostages are actually
free.
In the meantime press secretary )
Jody Powell will stay in close touch
with developments, working with
secretary of state, secretary of
treasury, my legal counsel Lloyd
Cutler. I am talking frequently to
Deputy Secretary of State I Warren
Christopher in Algiers and Jody Powell
will keep you informed about
developments.
Thank you very much.
Question: How do you feel, Mr. President, about having pulled this off before
you leave office?-I'll wait until the hostages are released and then I'll have another statement
to make.

,
11EARTIIINE
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not answered in these columns, write to Heardine, 114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will receive a
prompt reply, but you must include a
self-addressed, stamped envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: My sisters child
recently became blind. Our family is
trying to help them as much as possible
to become educated about the services
that are available to the blind. I have
heard of the American Foundation for
the Blind. Could you tell me about this
organization and the services they
provide, and also give me their address? MS.
ANSWER: The American Foundation for the Blind is a private, nonprofit agency established in 1921 to
carry on research, to collect and
disseminate information, and to advise
and give counsel on matters that irn-
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In a one car accident, Ray Brantley, 20, was killed September
20 when his car went out of control on Highway 121 southeast, a
few minutes after the victim was alleged to have robbed a sporting
goods store in Murray. Stolen merchandise valued at $385 was
found in the car, according to sheriff's officers.
State matching funds were made to the county fiscal court
in the amount of $350,000 to be used in paying for the 100-acre
Ryan Farm tract of land, swimming pool, ball fields, picnic shelters,
playground area, trails, roads, parking area, landscaping and utilities.
Originally the tract had been described as embracing 180 acres.
With the abandonment of the old six elementary schools, sites
and buildings were sold at public auction:' November 23 at Lynn
Grove and Faxon, November 30 at New Concord and Kirksey, and
December 7 at Almo and Hazel. It will take a_generation to erase
the pleasant memories of those old schools that were discarded
within three days.
Expansion plans had to be revised by the Sager Glove Company according to a vice president of Forsythe Industries of East
Aurora, N. Y., necessitating the Chamber of Commerce to update
the five-acre lease site option on North 4th Street in. order to retain
the proposed construction of a 24,000 square foot plant.
The mother of the feminine member of the writing team for
this book, Mrs. Edwin R. Hagen, died at the home of her daughter
December 1 where she had lived for ten years. Mrs. Hagen was
a native of Napanee, Ontario, Canada. She was buried in the
family plot at the Murray Cemetery.
Judge T. Rafe Jones, former school teacher, political leader,
county judge, state representative and staff member of the Internal
Revenue Service, died in Murray December 19. He was among
the last instructors to have taught in the old subscription schools
where students paid tuition in order to compensate the schoolmaster.
Advances made by Western Dark Fired Tobacco Association
to members were extended 9 per cent higher thin the previous
year, applicable to the approaching 1975 market, according to word
announced from the home office here on November 20. Good
times? Or was the inflation egg being nested?
To Be Continued

on matters of national import.
7. 'Public education via radio,
television, exhibits, and the press.
8. A special library on the subject of
blindness.
9. Fostering of improved education
and rehabilitation programs.
10. Processing and distribution of
identification cards for one-fare travel
concession for blind persons.
11. Service information and referral.
The address is American Foundation
for the Blind, 15 West 16th Street, New
York, NY 10011.
HEARTLINE: Will Medicare cover
meals delivered to my home? R.T.
ANSWER: No, For further information on items and services
covered or not-covered by Medicare,
order our Guide to Medicare. To order,
send $1.75 to Heartline, Dept. M., 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria,Ohio
45381.

prove and strengthen services to blind
persons. It is financed by direct mail
solicitation to the general public,
legacies, grants, and contracts from
private foundations and the federal
government, and investment income.
Loyal Eugene Apple is the Executive
Director.
Services of the Foundation are:
1. Publication of books, magazines,
monographs, and leaflets in ink-print,
large type, recorded, and (limited)
braille forms.
2. Manufacture and sale of special
aids and appliances for use by 'blind
people.
3. Recording and manufacturing of
talking books.
4. Technological and psycho-social
research on blindness.
5. Field consultation to local agencies
giving direct service to blind persons.
6. Legislative consultation and action

Agree Or Not

By S.C. Van Curon

Why Not A
Special Session?
regular session until 1988, thus practically negating the U.S. Supreme
Courts landmark decision in the 1960s in
the Tennessee case. The Tennessee
legislature refused to reapportion, and
a federal judge reapportioned the state
and ordered it used in the election.
These excuses are just a bunch of
hogwash that is being used to lull the
people out of their constitutional rights
for equal representation.
First off, the General Assembly passed legislation to accommodate the
change in legislative terms so
legislators will be in office a full year
before serving in a legislative session.
A special session of the legislature
need pass only two bills, one changing
the primary date this year and one for
reapportionment. It's very simple. The
primary for this one year could be set
any time in August or September for
that matter since state and county and
city officers are up for election this
year. Then the primary could go back
to May be provisions in the bill or any
other date the legislature chooses.
The filing deadline for this one year
could be moved to July 1 and the
primary election would be the last
Tuesday in August, leaving plenty of
time between the two voting periods.
The filing deadline could be reduced for
this one year only'.
This would open April, May and June
as time for another special session to
reapportion.
Happy Chandler had three special
sessions right in a row in 1958. Don't say
it can't be done.
Now, about the meeting place. There
are several buildings in Frankfort
where they can meet, even the Old
Capitol. There are three large
auditoriums in state buildings.
In an emergency, the legislature
could meet in the galleries of the two
legislative chambers at the Capitol.
The great majority of reapportionment
work will be done by committee. The
only reasons to meet in full session will
be to check the roll call each day and to
get the final vote on the reapportionment bill.
After all, the farmers of Kentucky's
constitution met under a tree in Danville and drafted the document, a much
Dear Editor:
tougher job.
As you have frequently done in the
Saying it would be unless to call the
past, you recently ran a full page
legislature in session to change the
schedule of "Fine Arts at Murray
primary date for this year is idle thinkState- in The Murray Ledger &Times.
ing. The legislature will do anything the
This is a tremendous service to the
federal court tells them to do to comply
community and positive support of the
with the one man,one vote doctrine.
arts in our area. I just want you to kno,,,,
The League of Women Voters, or
that your contribution is recognized and
some interested citizen or group should
very much appreciated. Thank you!
spearhead a move to file a suit in
Sincerely,
federal court.
William D. Parsons, Dean
This would be an excellent move for
College of Creative Expression
the League of Women Voters.

FRANKFORT — If a special session
of the General Assembly is not called
this year to reapportion according to
the 1980 census, it will be 1988 Kentuckians will be equally represented
undeP the one-man,one-vote principle.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has repeatedly said he will not call a special session
for this purpose unless it is absolutely
necessary. By that, I assume he means
unless the state is directed to do so by
the federal courts.
All sorts of excuses are being offered
as to why a special session cannot be
called this year, and that reapportionment will have to wait until the 1982
regular session.
Here are the excuses:
— Final demographic maps of the
1980 census will not be available until
April 1.
— Deadline for filing for the 19
Senate and 100 House districts that are
up for election is April 1.
— The primary election is May 26,
the last Tuesday in the month.
— There isn't time to reapportion
before the filing deadline or before the
primary.
— It will take at least 30 days after
the final demographic maps of population are received to draft a bill and
define the legislative districts.
— The 1980 legislature refused to
pass a bill setting the primary for the
first Saturday in August.
— The House and Senate chambers
are being refurbished and work won't
be completed until June 1.
What these excuses are saying is that
Kentuckians will be governed eight
years before reapportionment is fully
effectille.
In 1983 half the Senate will be elected
for five years which takes them through
1988. But the half that is elected for the
four year term in 1986 (those to be
elected •this Veer) won't serve in a

Letter To The Editor
Thank You

The newly expanded Corvette Bowling Lanes, Inc., will hold open house on
Jan. 21 and 22 in observance of the
grand opening of the firm. The lanes
nave been extended 10 18.
Deaths reported include Lurwin Cain,
48.
John Unitas, football great with the
World Champion Baltimore Colts, will
speak at the meeting of the Murray
Backboard Club on Feb. 16 at the Murray State College Student Union
Building.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Nance of Clearwater, Fla., formerly of the Hazel and
Puryear area, were honored on their
50th wedding anniversary on Dec. 28 at
the home of a daughter, Mrs. Jack Lee,
Clearwater. Mrs. Art Lee of Murray is
another daughter.
In high school basketball, Calloway
County High School beat Cuba with
Terry McClard as high scorer for
Calloway and Seay for Cuba.
Sheets, double fitted, are listed as
selling for $1.73 each in the ad for Belk'
Settle Company.

30 Years Ago
Lower electric rates for all customers
of the Murray Electric System will go
into effect on bills rendered after Feb.
15. The average residential bill will be
about 12 per cent lower.
Edgar Leon Rowland, Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar Rowland, has enlisted
in the United States Navy.
Deaths reported include Manon Lee
West,72.
James L. Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Smith, and Joe Pat Anderson,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Orville Anderson,
are serving with the Army at Camp
Breckenridge.
Births ireported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. C. C. Boren, Jan. 11, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hart, Jan. 11, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. John L. Prewift,
Jan. 11.
Mrs. Milford Orr presented a review
of the book, The Road To Alaska, at the
meeting of the South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club held at the home of
Mrs. Hafford Story.
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Bible Thought
The high priest asked nim,
and said unto him, Art thou the
Christ, the son of the Blessed?
Mark 14:61.
And when he said, "I am!"
they thought they had reason to
crucify him. Who do you say
that lie is by your life and actions?

Today In_History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Jan. 19, the 19th
day of 1981. There are 346 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Jan. 19, 1942, Japan invaded Burma during World War II.
On this date:
In 1736, the inventor of the steam
engine, James Watt, was born in
Scotland.
In 1807, Confederate Gen. Robert E.
Lee was born in Stratford, Va. .
In 1861, Georgia seceded from the
Union.
In 1937, Howard Hughes established a
trans-continental air record when he
flew across the United States in seven
hours and 28 minutes.
Five years ago: The 23rd cease-fire in
317 months was declared in the civil'
war between Moslems and Christians in
Lebanon.
One year ago: Iran's Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini rebuffed a group of
black American ministers who had
hoped a meeting would help resolve the
American-Iranian hostage crisis.
Today's birthdays: Stager Dolly, Parton is 35. Baseball player Jon Matlack
is 31.
Thought for today. Don't marry for
money. You can bortow it cheaper. Scottish proverb.
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Potassium Deficiency May
Result In Dairy Cow Feeding

Kevin Putty Elected To
Term On Southern States'
Young Farmer Board
Kei in Putty of Hopkinsville,
has been elected to a 1-year
term on Southern States
Cooperative's Young Farmer
Advisory Board.
The voting for a post on the
10-man advisory board was
done by area young farmers at
the cooperative's young
farmer senenar. Those attending the session were invited
by local Southern States
boards of directors and
stockholder committees.
During January, the
cooperative holds 10 seminars
in the five states it serves,
with an advisory board
member elected at each session.
The elected young farmers

are expected to serve as a
the
between
liaison
cooperative and the young
farmers served by the
cooperative, according to
Robert W. Bryan, director of
member and institutional
relations for the cooperative.
Advisory board members
will meet in Richmond, VA.,in
July to elect officers and form
committees. They also meet
with Southern States
Cooperative's top management: The advisory board
members and wives also will
attend the cooperative's annual stockholders meeting
next November and will make
a report to the organizations
board of directors.

AREA COUNCIL - Members of the Purchase Area Extension Council held a recent
meeting at the new University of Kentucky Agriculture Experiment Station office and
laboratory facility in Princeton. The council consists of four delegates from each of the
eight counties. George Everette conducted a tour of the new facility for the Council
members. During the meeting the Council elected officers and selected two delegates
to the State Extension Council. Pictured from left are Algene Goadey, Graves County,
president and state delegate; Lowell Palmer, Calloway County, vice president: Jean
Fenwick, Fulton County,secretary; Joann Ellegood, Carlisle County, state delegate.

Retaliation By Foreign
Countries May Result
From Import Quotas

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Call 436-2372

LAND BANK

Outpost Office

Murray
PCA Office Building

Don't
"Give
Away"
Sows,
Boars

Sell 'em where
they're wanted!
Don't give away sows, boars, and off hogs to some buyer
who acts like he's "doing you a favor" by taking them off your
hands
Sell them to Heinold Hog Market, where non-butcher hogs
are worth more. Heinold employs off hog specialists who sell
these hogs in sufficient volume every day to allow your local
Heinold manager to pay you more for them.
Your sows, boars, light and off hogs DO have value. Get
their full value at Heinold,

and
Off-Hogs

•Nr
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CALL COLLECT

Fancy Farm
502-623-6304

Lexington.
Other delegates were Mrs.
Lottie Murply, R. 3 Stamping
Ground; Richard Shelley, R. 3
Albany; Sam Moore, R. 3
Morgantown; Robert M.Crenshaw, R. 2 Henderson;
Eugene McGehee, R. 2 Bran-

molasses are good sources of ttki) drop brio% retiuticil
the funeral and help raise the levels unless the forage has
level in the total concentrate enough to make up for the
deficit m the concentrate.
mottufe,according to Clark.
•'lf you think your forage IS
Brewers grains and
distillers grains, whether wet low in potassium, take a samor dried, are extremely low in ple and send it to a laboratory
potassium. When these for chemical analysis," adproducts replace soybean or vised Clark. Your county Excottonseed meal, Clark said tension agent has information
that total ration potassium available on forage testing.
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Farm Bureau Gets Improvement Awards
LOUISVILLE — Kentucky year. Those categories were petition, as did Marty Lile, the
Farm Bureau carne away with women's activities, young far- Metcalfe County native who
a pocketful of awards mers, commodities, safety, competed in the Discussion
designating program im- marketing and policy develop- Meet. A Fleming County country-western band, winners of
provement
following ment.
Some 200-plus Kentuckians Kentucky Farm Bureau's
recognition ceremonies at the
American Farm Bureau con- were part of an estimated talent competition last month,
vention in New Orleans 8,000 farmers from across the' performed at the convention.
nation attending the five-day
January 13.,
Fifteen members of the
Six silver star awards and annual meeting. Highlights in- Kentucky Farm Bureau
cluded
by
appearances
one gold star were given to
Board of Directors served as
Kentucky Farm Bureau secretary of agriculture Kentucky's
voting
15
Gen.
Block,
John
designate
President Ray Mackey in New
delegates for policy matters
forWestmoreland,
William
Orleans famed Superdome.
and leadership selection at the
Kentucky won the honors in mer Army chief of staff, and meeting. The delegates were
reserve
federal
Volcker,
program competition with Paul
headed by Mackey the
other state Farm Bureaus that chairman.
president, and the two KFB
Clark Countians Ronald and
have more than 150,000 memvice presidents, W.R. "Billy
bers, the largest of six mem- Connie Shrout represented the Bob" Sprague, R. 1 Sturgis,
state in national outstanding
bership catergories.
and S. J. Stokes Jr.,
The gold star designated a young farm family corn1980 membership gain of
around 3,000 families, to a
total 212,580, explained KFB
Executive Vice President
Paul Everman. It was the 18th
consecutive year that membership in the organization
has increased. Silver stars
against American exports would
By DIANA TAYLOR
were awarded for programs
result from placing import
Associated Press Writer
showing the most imLOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — quotas on automobiles, "and
provement during the past Retaliation by foreign countries agriculture will be the one to get
it," according to a farming
representative.
John Baize, Washington
manager of the American Soybean Association, was one of
several speakers Thursday at an
Agricultural Export Conference
sponsored by the state DepartLicensed For
ment of Agriculture.
Protectionism, such as that
Commercial & Residential
reflected in the push for autoimport quotas, represents a threat
to the future of farm exports,
Murray Ky.
Baize said.
Foreign countries now are
reluctant to adopt a posture
which discourages the use of
United.States exports for fear of
the U.S. response, he said. But,
"if we give them the excuse,
they will put it to us."
Base said he feels -very confident" that John Block Cl Illinois will be a good agriculture
secretary. "And I think the
outlook is good for the hierarchy" in the U.S. Department of
Agriculture.
But there are several pressing
issues to be considered by the
97th Congress, including the
At The
farm till which will set the country's agricultural policy for the
next four years, he said:
Baize said he expects three
areas of the farm bill to receive
special attention: export
Hours:
development, soil conservation
Only!
Tuesdays
p.m.
4:30
8:30 a.m. and agricultural research, and
If you would Re to discuss long-term financing talk to us!
the role of food and exports in
the nation's foreign policy.

Dairy cows usually get
enough potassium from
forages but a deficiency can
result from feeding COHIbinations of forages and concentrates low in the mineral.
In such cases, rations need
more potassium added in the
form of potassium sulfate or
potassium chloride, said Dr.
Perry Clark, Extension dairy.
specialist in the University of
Kentucky College of
Agriculture. The potassium
requirement for dairy cattle co4
all ages is eight tenths percent
of the total ration on a dry
basis.
Among the forages, alfalfa,
clovers, grasses and small
grain crops are good sources
of potassium. Corn silage is
generally lower in the mineral
and may be extremely low if
grown on soils low in
potassium. Roughage substitutes such as corncobs, cottonseed hulls and sugarcane
bagasse also are poor sources of potassium.
Grains such as corn, oats,
wheat and barley are
generally low in potassium.
Soybean meal, cottonseed
meal, wheat bran and

denburg; C.L. Conley, Greensburg; W. R. King, R. 1 Cox's
Creek; Carl Mitchell Jr., R. 9
Frankfort; William R. Sewell,
R.4 Somerset; Charles Schnitzler, R.1 Waynesburg; Robert
Van Hook, R. 6 Cynthiana;
and James H. Hall,Stanton.

AREA"
4,0
Formerly Murray Warehousing
& Farmers Grain & Seed

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS

State Pork Producers Have
Program In Store At Meeting
A full-packed program of information, presentation of
awards and entertainment
await Kentucky pork
producers who attend their
association's annual meeting
and pork conference Jan. 23-24
in the Executive Inn at Owensboro.
Registration begins at 9:30
a.m. and a trade show opens
at 10 a.m. of the first day. Th••
Friday _ afternoon progran:
features a research scientist
from Denmark and swim
specialists and an agricultura!
engineer from the University.
of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
Dr. Henning Nielsen, a
noted swine research scientist
with the National Institute of
in
Science
Animal
Copenhagen, Denmark, will
lead off the pork conference at
I p.m. with a presentation on
how to produce more pigs per
sow.
area
This
of
management offers Kentucky
producers one of their best
potentials for increasing
profit, said Dr. M. D.
Whiteker, UK Extension
swint _specialist and
moderator of the program.
Other speakers during the
afternoon session will cover
the question of substituting fat
for high-priced corn in hog
rations, feeding of stillage
which is a by-product of
alcohol production, sulfa drug
residues, rasing weanling pigs
in decked facilities, and
whether or not it pays to air
condition hog houses in Kentucky.
Dr. Nielsen is scheduled to
make his second presentation
of the pork conference at 9:30
a.m. Saturday. He will tell
how pigs are produced in Denmark. This presentation will
be the next-best thing to
visiting Denmark to see how
the Danes produce pork, some
of which is exported to the
United States in competition
with Kentucky producers,
Whiteker said.
A special program for the
ladies will begin at 10 a.m.
Saturday, featuring Lisa
Ford, home economist with
the Kentucky Pork Producers
Association, and Kathleen
Thompson, president of the
Kentucky Porkettes. There
also will be door prizes for the
ladies and entertainment by
the Cardinal Four of
Louisville.
The pork king contest cookoff will be a highlight of the
trade show at 10:30 a.m.
Saturday. The 1981 pork queen
contest follows at 1 p.m.
A panel discussion is
scheduled at 2 p.m. dealing
with the topic: "Marketing
management, an often
neglected practice." Panelists
include: Dr. Lee Mgver UK
marketing
Extension
Jones,
Don
specialis; ;
regional procurement
manager for Armour Food

Co.; _Bruce Pearce, general
manager of Bourbon
Stockyards, "Hoppy" Lovell,
livestock buyer for King
Livestock Co.; and Glen Massingale, hog producerin Wayne
County.
The annual business
meeting of the Kentucky Pork
Prducers Association starts at

3 pin. Saturday, followed by
the banquet at 6:30p.m.
Presentations of the Pork
Award,
All-American
Outstanding Service Award
and the 1981 Kentucky Pork
Queen will take place during
the banquet. A dance after the
banquet will bring the 2-day
meeting to a close.

753-3404
Grain
Vali '
Merchandising
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY, KY.

Buy the first gallon of Spred Latex Flat Wall
Paint for 12.99 per gallon and get the
second gallon of the same paint for only

$

Sale Starts 1-17-81 Ends 1-24-81

701 S. 4th

Black's Decorating
• nter
•

753-0845
•

Sports
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Crowd Picks Up Racers In Second Half

Murray State Has Plenty Left
For MTSU In 74-70 OVC Win
By DAVID maarrrs
Sports Editor
Middle Tennessee State was
coming into Racer Arena
Saturday night armed with a
12-1 overall record and ready
for an Ohio Valley Conference
showdown with Murray State.
But what the Racers had in
return for the Blue Raiders
may have dispelled at last any
notion that their OVC chances
were left behind with last
year's championship.
The second straight vital,
crowd-pleasing effort by Murray was fueled by a fullcourt
press converging on MTSU to
the roar of the 5,400 in Racer
Arena; a second half shooting
percentage of 76.5, and a more
efficient, smarter offense
behind guards Lamont Sleets
and senior Jerry Smith, who is
making amends for his slow
start.
"They (Middle) really are
an outstanding team," MSU
coach Ron Greene said. "We
played an excellent second
half.
-We were taking better
percentage 'shots. Lamont
took the ball to the hole as well
as he has since he has been
here.
"I am proudest of our team
that we came back from a

---

Mu rray-Wingo
Game Reset
For Tonight
Safi
UP FOR THE JAM - MSU forward Glen Green helped keep the Racers
in the game in
the first half, scoring eight points while grabbing four rebounds and
handing out four
assists.
st.ii Photo Bv Did Hibbitts

The Murray-Wingo game,
originally scheduled for
January 6, has been
rescheduled at Murray tonight
with the junior varsity game
starting at 6:30 p.m. and the
varsity following that.

MSU Win First At Middle In 10 Tries

Lady Racers Complete Sweep
Of Undefeated MTSU Teams

MURFREESBORO, TN - rest of the seven players
who
The women's basketball team came off the bench.
made it a Murray State sweep
Flynn, logging her most
of the Ohio Valley Con- playing time of the
year,
ference's undefeated teams entered the lineup with
the
Saturday as t,hey held off a Racers trailing 13-6 and
12:50
late rally for a 73-72 win. - left in the first half.
"The close games are keepBy the time the half was
ing our players motivated," completed. Flynn had scored
said MSU coach Jean Smith, 11 points and Murray State
whose team had bounced back had regained the lead at 32-31.
for its second win on the road
"Most of Nancy's points
in two weeks after having lost were coming inside,"
Smith
a close game two nights said. She was
getting open
before.
for the passes and was turning
"We are beginning to realize around and hitting her shots.
we can play close with
"Nancy played a tremenwhomever we are playing. dous game. Defensively, she
Playing in front of a good kept us in the game in the first
crowd certainly did not hurt half.
"We had problems getting
The Lady Racers not only going. But once we put Nancy
receitred their usual strength
in, we kept her in."
from senior guards Laura
Flynn finished the Qme as
Lynn and Janice McCracken, the Racers' seconr! leading
but were given extra shots by scorer with 15 points and as
reserve fOrwards Nancy
the leading rebounder with
Flynn and Mina Todd and the seven.

In her first game
Barrett, a freshman guard,
a Lady
Racer, Todd played 13 scored four points on a field
minutes, scoring six points by and two free throws in two athitting all three of her field tempts.
goal attempts and grabbing
The Rac,ers, who had opened
three rebounds.
a 69-57 lead with 3:19 left in the
"For her first game it was game before being tied at 69not bad," Smith said. "Her all in just a minute, clinched
court sense really showed the win when McCracken dribbled 19 of the final 24 seconds
Smith pointed to even more off the clock and then hit two
help from the bench for get- free throws to give MSU a 73ting her team through another 70 cushion.
Lynn, who was Murray's
close game.
"Our depth is getting leading scorer with 18 points,
_
stronger than it it has been," had fouled out.
McCracken finished the
she said. "I will hesitate to use
it when are in a man-to-man game with a perfect seven of
seven at the free throw line.
defense.
The win was the Lady
"We played three-fourths of Racers' first ever at MTSU in
the game in the man-to-man, 10 tries.
and it takes its toll physically.
"The important thing is that
"One player who really we knocked off the only
came in and helped us was undefeated team in the OVC,"
Lori Barrett, who was on the Smith said. "None of the
floor with Janice at the end of teams in this conference is gothe game when we were pro- ing to walk over any of the
tecting our lead."
others."

Top Of Top Three In OVC Meet
Thursday At Western Kentucky
By The Associated Press
Middle Tennessee State and
Western Kentucky, two teams
on top of the heap in the Ohio
Valley Conference, meet in a
college basketball showdown
Thursday in Bowling Green.
The game comes after the
top-ranked Blue Raider's 12game winning streak was ended Saturday by Murray State,
74-70.

hosts Akron, Austin Peay
plays at Murray State and
Morehead State will be at
Eastern
Kentucky.
Youngstown State travels to
Western Illinois for a nonconference game.
Middle Tennessee, now 5-1
in the conference, stayed in
first place in the OVC standings despite the loss. Western
Kentucky and Murray State
are second with 3-1 marks,
In other weekend OVC acfollowed by Eastern Kentucky
tion, the Hilltoppers beat
at 3-2, Austin Peay and
Austin Peay 70-58, Eastern
Morehead State with 2-3
Kentucky defeated Akron 85records, Tennessee Tech at 1-4
77 and Tennessee Tech went
and Akron at 0-4.
into overtime to beat
Western Kentucky forward
Morehead State, 85-84.
Tony Wilson and center Craig
In addition to the Blue McCormick scored 18 points
Raider-Hilltopper matchup apiece in a 70-58 victory over
Thursday, Tennessee Tech Austin Peay.

The Hilltoppers shot 16 for
Tennessee
Tech, 4-10
16 from the free-thow line, and overall, was helped by forAustin Peay missed all seven
ward Mike Williams with 15
of its chances. Western Ken- points, guard Marc Burnett
tucky, now 9-5 overall, rolled with 12 and forward Pete
to a 39-28 advantage at Abuts with 11.
halftime and rernainol in conJunior guard Glenn Napier
trol the second half.
scored a game-high 20 points
Andrew Burton and William
for Morehead State, all but
Bell each tallied 18 points for two
of them coming in the sethe Governors, now 9-7 cond
half. The Eagles fell to 8overall.
6 overall.
Tennessee Tech gave new
Senior guard
Tommy
Coach Tom Deatop his first
OVC victory with the overtime Baker's 31 points led the way
defeat of Morehead State. as Eastern Kentucky beat
Sophomore 'Jeff Harris came Akron. The victory improved
off the bench to score 19 points F:astern's record to 6-9
and coiled -rliounds for the overall Golden Eagles. He sank two
The Zips, now 3-11 on the
shots after the end of regula- season, fell despite a 26-point
tion play to knot the game at effort from senior guard
79-79.
Wendell Bates.

deficit of seven points ( 39-32 at
halftime). We showed our
mettle tonight by passing the
test. We have a way to go yet,
but that was a big win for us
tonight."
The win kept the Racers in a
second place tie in the conference with Western Kentucky at 3-1 while MTSU retains its sole possession of first
with a 5-1 record.
After Murray State had surprisingly stayed on the boards
with Middle in the first half
with an 18-14 rebounding advantage, the second half was
the time for the press to take
its full effgpt; for shots to drop
like bolts, and for the four-to
score offense to reach a
midseason peak in the final
three minutes.
-We are playing about the
way we were last year, maybe
better," said' MSC forward
Glen Green, who was three of
three from the field and from
the free throw line in the second half and had four rebounds and four assists in the
first.
-Defensively, our press
adds another dimension to our
team. We are all short and
quick, and it seemed that their
guards were sort of shaky."

Tickets Ready
For Calloway
County Game
At MSU
Tickets for the 5:30 p.m,
Calloway County game with
Brookport, Ill. at Murray
State, preceding the MSU
game against Tennessee Tech
at 7:31/ p.m...this Saturday,
Jan. 24, are on sale at
Calloway County High School
for $3 apiece.

"I think the noise of the
"In the high post, he is a lot
crowd was really affecting bigger than Kenney ( Hamtheir players," said guard La- monds i and he gives us more
mont Sleets, who carried his room to work around.
leadership to yet a more effiThe MSU offense worked
cient
level,
breaking around the Blue Raiders so
downcourt off the defensive well in the second half that
steals ( eight for the game) everything from a left-handed
and on the rebounds, and ha- hook by Bates, drawing the
ting nearly every shot he took, Racers back into a 41-41 tie
both from the field and from after only 2:13 had elapsed, to
the free throw line, for a the steady hands of Smith,
game-high 22 points.
Green and Sleets were making
"It puts a lot of pressure on the basket look 10 feet wide.
the other teams. When the
But, still, Middle kept battlother teams hear that with ing, recovering from deficits
these little guys ( the MSU of 46-41 and 59-55 to
regain
defense) running around, it leads of 49-46 and, finally,
62plays a big role for us.
61.
"The fans understand our
Then, Sleets and Bates compress more and seem to know bined for the
play that is
what we are trying to do. We becoming more
and more one
knew it would become more of the chief weapons
in the
effective. It was getting more MSU array.
intense as the game went on."
Fighting the Raiders' tough
Sleets joined Green and the
front line, Bates tipped a reother players in recognizing
bound out to Sleets, who flat
that the Racers have become
beat the defense downcourt
a different team since the OVC
and was fouled on his shot.
season started.
Two free throws by Sleets
"With Michael (center
gave the Racers a lead they
Bates ) and Jerry coming
would keep and, another
back, we expect great things,"
MTSU miss and a big rebound
Sleets said. "Jerry is really
by Sleets later, they were in
coming around.
the four-to-score that worked
"I do not want to take
with precision off passes from
anything away from Brian
Hammonds to Green and from
Stewart (the freshman guard
forward Walt Davis to Smith.
who has been starting since
the OVC season started, but I . "Our four-to-score was efhope Jerry is back in the star- fective tonight," Greene said.
"It was a little different after
ting lineup.
"There is going to be a lot we worked on it this week.
"I could not be happier for
more pressure down the road,
and we will feel a lot more Jerry ( who hit all four of las
comfortable out there with free throws and was four of six
from the field while helping
another senior.
"We are a smarter team direct the offense).
-Sometimes, adversity can
with him in there."
Green talked about the dif- turn into something positive."
Bates talked about how
ference that having Sleets and
Smith together again in the much the two games 4.t home
backcourt, along with the for- may have swung the pendulum at last for the Racers.
midable Bates, was making.
"Lamont and Jerry opened
"It was an extremely tough
up the inside for us," Green game inside," Bates said,
said. "Having Michael in "but I am not doing the job by
there gives us anew look.
myself.

"Our crowd has really been
great. I cannot say enough
about it.
"We knew we could not
make too many mistakes
against a team like Middle
Tennessee."
For the Raiders, the game
was part of the learning proeess that could well join them,
Western Kentucky and the
Racers in a three-team scrap
down to the wire before the
conference race is over.
"We knew we would have to
play at our best if we were to
beat Murray State," MTSU
coach Stan Simpson said.
"Our people looked at their
record 15-6, 1-1 ) before
Thursday, but they were a different team without Bates.
"He takes the heat off the
rest of the team. Their
perimeter players are as
quick as anyone would want to
see.
"
,Other teams cannot let
them get the lead. They have
better, quicker people when
they go into their four-toscore."
MURRAY STATE 74, MI'SU 74
Middle Teas.
fgm-a Itm-a rb pi tp
1. Halley
1-2 4 4 11
5-8
C. Harris
1-1
0-1
1 5 2
J. Beck
0-6
5-5 9313
E Perry
.
2-2 3 0 8
30
R Campbell
8-12
0-1 2 5 16
W. Johnson
3-4
2-3 6 4 8
D. Mayfield
2-2 0 3 6
2-9
M Frost
0-0 '2-2 2 1 2
M. Mapes
0-0 0 0 0
as
C. Fitts
2-4 2 1 4
1-5
R. Martin
0-0 00 0
0-0
Team Rebounds
3
TOTALS
27-53 16-22 32 26 79
Percentages
72.7
50.9
...
Murray Slate
fgm-a ftm-a rb pi tp
G Green
3-3 5 4 17
7-11
K Hammonds
2-4
0-0 3 3 4
M Bates
1-3 6 3 7
3-7
1, Sleets .
7-10
8-9 2 3 22
B Stewart
0-0 1 4 4
24
W. Davis
4-6 5 3 6
1-2
M McKinney
0-0 1 0 0
0-0
J South
4-1 0 1 12
4-6
T Slaughter
1-3
0-1 3 1 2
T. Adams
0-0 0 1 0
0-0
Team Rebounds
0
TOTALS
27-47 20-26 26 23 74
Percentages
57.4
76.9
Middle Tennessee
39 31 - 79
Murray State
32 42 - 74
Officials
Elbert Fielden and Gene
Bennett Attendance - 5,400.
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GOOD,YEAR
SERVICE STORES

Save Gas All Year Long
12-Month'Tune-Up

*42 $47 $49
6-cyl.
8-cyl.
Electronic Ignition Systems. Additional parts and services extra if needed.

'12-Month Tune-up Service Agreement
Goodyear will tune your car electronically and present you
with a Free Engine Analysis certificate good for one year from
the date of the tune-up. ANY TIME WITHIN ONE YEAR of
your tune-up take your invoice and certificate back to the
store that performed the tune-up, and Goodyear will provide.
free of charge, up to three separate analyses.
If any of these check-ups indicates the need for any
adjustments or part replacements that were part of the original
tune-up, Goodyear will make the adjustment or replacement
free of charge.

Lube & Oil
Change
Includes up to five quarts
maim brand 10W30 ott
Oil Mtn extra if needed
INCLUDING Our 9-polnt maintenance chock.
Includes many imports and light troche
Please call for appointment

Brake
Service
YOUR $80
CHOICE
Additional pens and senites ext.. tf needed

2-WHEEL FRONT DISC: Install new
front brake pads and grease seals • Re
surface front rotors • Repack front wheel
bearings • Inspect calipers and hydraulic
system. • Add fluid (does not include
rear wheels./
OR
4-WHEEL DRUM: Install new brake
lining all 4 wheels • New front grease
seals Resurface drums • Repack front
beanngs • •Inspect hydraulic system •
Add fluid Warranted 12 months o,12.000
miles. whichever cornett erne

S. 12th Marray

ELECTRONIC IGNMON:Check charging and starting systems • Install new rotor,
new spark plugs • Set timing to recommended specs • Lubricate and adjust choke
• Adjust carburetor.
STANDARD IGNMON: Add $8.00 for
required points, condenser and additional
labor

BUMPER-TO-BUMPER SERVICES FOR
U.S. CARS,IMPORTS & LIGHT TRUCKS

Drive It With
Confidence
Power Streak 78
Blackwell
Size

$285°
A79-13 Mackwall
Ph.Si 54 EFT. and old me

B78-13
E78-I4 ..
F71,14
G78-14
H78-14'
078-15
H78-15

pRicE

Plus Fl T
and old tire

$31.20
$36.35
$38.20
$3945
$41.30
$40.65
$42.55

$1.65
$1.79
$2.19
$2.34
$2.58
$2.42
$2.64

r

AUTO SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY

All serve., wanented foe at ham 90 days ex
3.000 /7111.n whichever comes first - many
servicn,. much longer If warranty vomit, I.
WW1 requored. go to the C.08dyir•t Service

Store where the original work wets performed.
and well fly it for. If, honey, you're more
than 50 mane ban the anginal tome go to any
ni Goodyear's 1300 Semite Stons

Goodyear Revolving Charge Account
Just Say
'Charge id.'
,
inv of ihri. 5 other *my* In buy- Ow Otim Customer
.• iimo? be lin
._-.zlit ri::‘,.8m
ixicc.,a • Vi... American Express

Goodyear Service Stores

753-0395
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STABILIZING THE RACERS' OffENSE — Senior guard Jerry
Smith (23)looks inside to senior center Michael Bates(40)
(left photo) as both have joined sophomore guard

Lamont Sleets (10)(right) in giving Murray State a more
deadly attack on the perimeter of opposing defenses.

Pendulum Swings
For Murray -State

26 70

• 141
4 17
3 4
3 7
;22
4 4
3 6
0 0
1 12
1 2
1 0

Staff Photos By David Hibbitts

23 74

0-78
0-74
Gene

I
HELPING MSU TO A 76.3 SHOOTING PERCENTAGE —
Center Michael Bates(40) loft a left-handed over the MTSU defense to pull the Racers into a 41-41 tie in the
second half of their 74-70 OVC win Saturday.

PRESSING TO THE ROAR OF THE CROWD — I ht. Ha( ers defensive quickness was in
its splendor Saturday night as forward Tony Slaughter (30)(above and at right)
and
guard Lamont Sleets(10)trap the confused MTSU guards into a rash of turnovers.

MAKING A DIFFERENCE IMMEDIATELY — MSU forward Tony Slaughter was in the
game for only seven minutes but picked a big basket inside against MTSU center Willie
Johnson(SS).

PICKING UP THE INTENSITY — MSU coach Ron Greene
gets his team together during a timeout to plan the four-

to-score attack that led to back-to-back layups and a 6762 cushion over the Blue Raiders.
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Heaven Help Two Borgs Across Net

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

B. WILL GR1MSLEY
AP Special Correspendeit
NEW YORK API - One
Bjorn Borg is sensauonal - a
marvelous tennis talent, mentally tough, as unbreakable as
a stanchion of :Steel, quick,
almost flawless in stroke execution.
But two Bjorn Borgs across
the net from each other
Heaven help us. It's so boring
it can put thousands, even
millions, to sleep.
Such was the case an Sunday 's $400,000 Grand Pm
Masters final at Madison
Stuare Garden, in such the
unflappable Swede swept past
oung Ivan 1.endl of
Czechoslovakia 6-4, 6-2, 6-2.
You,could hear the snores
drown out the applause of the
18,297 in the packed Garden
arena. All over the country,
television viewers must have
been getting up every few

minutes to grab another bet:
from the refrigerator or do a
quick switch of the dial to see
basketball
what
the
skyskrapers were doing on
another network
Not that the teruus wasn't
good. Borg was the epitome of
the man who won five French
titles and stormed through the
last five Wimbledons. It was
Just that Borg vs. Borg spells
monotony.
I.endl, the 20-year-old
newest net prodigy off the
Czechoslovakian assem bly
line, is a clone of his Swedish
idol. He, as Borg, likes to
stand on the baseline and
wham those moonball loopers
over the net - all day long if
necessary.
So what do you get in the
$100,000 windup match? Prolonged rallies that frequently
saw the ball cross the net 20 or
30 times. Borg usually hit the
last one.

Sports In Brief
it,

It was deadly
anyone who will stand out
All the electricity you see their and try to hit with Borg
generated at Wimbledon or at all day," said the graying redFlushing Meadow for the U.S. haired Budge."You can't beat
Open when Borg tests his a man who says, 'If you hit 50
murderous consistency balls back, I'll hit 51,'and then
against the net-rushing daring does it."
of John McEnroe or the gutsy,
Both Kramer and Budge
never-say-die spirit of Jtinuny were among the mass of specConnors was missing.
tators bored stiff by the specThe guy is a machine, nu tacle which, as the climax of
doubt about that." com- the worldwide professional
mented Jack Kramer, tour, should have provided the
America's great champion of apex in tension and high
the 1940s. "He is certainly the drama.
most consistent player in the
The sponsors will have to
world, but I can't understand
change the format.
anyone trying to beat him at
The Iron Swede is almost inhis own game."
human the way he runs down
Don Budge, one of the only
every ball and turns an oppotwo men ever to score tennis
nent's putaway shots into
Grand Slam t winning the
erosscourt winners. His cold,
Australian,
French,
unshakeable demeanor has
Wimbleton and U.S. in a single
made him a world hero, but he
year, 1938,1 agreed.
needs a catalyst such as
"It's hard for me to McEnroe or Connors to make
understand the mentality of him shine his best.

Weekend Includes Sweep Of FSU, Missouri

Cards' Reversal Has Crum Happy
By The Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1APt Louisville's sudden reversal in
form has Coach Denny Crum
happy with the change.
• "It's a step in the right
direction," Crum said after
his Cardinals had whipped
Florida. State 98-78 in college
ba'sketball Saturday night. If

ono

PALM SPRINGS, Calif f API' Bruce
lariate woe the Bob Hope Desert Classic
by two strokes user Jerry Pate. finishing
with a 3-under-par 69 in the final round
for a tournameritiecord total of 335 - 25
strokes under pee
The previous record of 337 in the eels
fins-day. Whole tournament on the PGA
TOW was net in 1977 by Rik Massengale
David Edwards birdied the last hole
for a 71 and third place at 341 and was
followed by J C Snead, D A Wmbring
and Rogers al 342 Snead had a 66
Weibrinic shot 66 and Rogers matched
par 72
TENNIS
\EW YORK AP
Sweden Bjorn
Borg beat Czerbuslos akia s Ivan Lend]
6-4, 6-2. 6-2 to win the 3400.000 e'uls
Masters Tennis Tournament In the
doubles final. John McEnroe and Peter
Fleming to defeat Australia's Peter
McNamara and Paul McNamee,6-4,6-3
KANSAS CITY. Mu AP
Second'
tended Artrea Jaeger defeated No I
Martina Navratilova 3-6. 6-3, 7-5 to win
the 1159.000 'Avon Tennis Championships In Ow doubles final. Barbara Pot.
ter and Sharon Walsh downed Reis.
Ca sals and Wendy Tim-Mull 6-2, 7.6
BOWLING
I AS VEGAS, Nee , APi
Mark Roth
captured the 621.000 first prize in the
1135.000 Showbowat Invitational, firing
sr' Ocs
t.illt 4 t throay lit the halL

Macklin Says Cowan Will
Not Be Able To Surprise
LSU As He Did Last Year

By The Associated Press
F.AST
American LI 75. Buclinell 65
Army 68, Manhattan 60
Boston Coll. 109, Merrimack 79
Catholic U 38, Colgate 37, 30T
Connecticut M.St.John's, N 1' 68
Dartmouth 75, Yale65
Duquesne 88, George W ashingtontr2
Fairfield 48,St Peters 14
Georgetown. D.C. 62,Syracuse 57
Howard 88, W.Chester St. 79
Indiana, Pa,86,Slippery Rock 36
Iona 57. Holy Cross l.6, OT
Monmouth 75.Fairleigh Diclun.son 73
Navy Si, Delaware 43
New Hampshire 02, Niagara 77
Northeastern 77, Drexel 65
Penn St 87, Plula. Textile Si
Pitt 86, Delaware St 48
Rider 80. La Salle 63
St.Bona vent ure 64. Rutgers 58
StErancis. N.Y. 69, Baltimore 64
St Francis, Pa. 76, Towson et 69
Seton Hall 80. lehigh 63 '
Siena 79, Cleveland St. 76. OF
Temple 56. Lafayette 50
Villamva 68, Penn 55
W Virginia 91. Misssachuseits .31
SOUTII
Alabama 59. Kentucky 55
Alcorn St. 99. Prairie View 71
Appalachian St. 78, VMI 67
Baptist 81, Milford 55
Centenary 72, NW Icansiana 71
Citadel 69, W Carolina 59
Davidson 73, Furman 72
Florida 71, Mississippi 71
G rambling 84, Texas Southern 67
Touisiana Si 78, Georgia 65 Louisville 98, Florida St 78
Marshall 78,E.Tennessee St 0:6
Maryland 68, Clemson 62
Mercer 84, Georgia St 69
Mississippi St 69, Auburn 61
Murray Sl. 74, Middle Tem. 70
N orth Carolina 80. Duke 65
el _C.Wilmington 71. Campbell 64
Rhode Island 59, Old Danunion 54
Richmond 80, Upsala 74
Si.Louis 66. Memphis St 7(9
Samford if, Ga. Southern 50
S. Alabama 95, Nicholls St. 62
S.Earolim Sl. 89, Florida A&M 75
South Florida 79, Ala-Birmingham 77
Southern LI 78, Miss Valley 76
SW.4guisiana 9q„e&elequI,
Tennessee 72, Vendetbill 68
Tennessee Tech 85, Morehead St 84,
OT
Tidane 77, New Orleans 70
Virginia 85,Georgia Tech 48
Wake Forest 60, N.Carolina St 52
W.Kentucky 76 Austin Peay 59
William & Mary 44, James Madison 42
MIDWEST
Ball Si. 78, N
73
Bowling Green 96, Cent, Michigan 94
Butler 73, Xavier, Ohio 72,01
Cincinnati 0/, Virg irua Tech 77
Creighton 54, Bradley 51
E.Kentucky 85, Akron 77
E.MicNgan 62,Ohio U.57
Illinois 80. Minnesota 76

HEARING AID ANALYSIS
If you don't%ear as well as you once
did, if your hearing aid whistles, or if you
suspect that it uses too many batteries,
you should take advantage of our special
service.
•FREE HEARING TESTS
•HEARING AID ANALYSIS
'CLEANING AND TUBING
REPLACEMENT
•BATTERIES AND REPAIRS
FOR ALL MAKES
'DISCOUNT BATTERY PRICES

T.. •
JSP.< EASTWtOMOOP decomixession starter
Astern sod electronic /Neon two
friget end one poll ,FAJOIN' get it
eureig

By Ths

Illinois St. 58, W.111mois 56
Iowa 73. Michigan 58
i.oyoia, III 87, Dayton 81, OT
Miami.Ohio 65. Kent Si 58
Michigan SI 84, Northwestern 70
MISSOurl 92. Iowa St 69
Notre Dame 65, Hofstra 55
Purdue 71, Wisconsin 69
South Carolina 91. Marquette 89
Toledo 77,96 Michigan 66
Tulsa 81. Indiana St 59
Valparaiso 58, Bethel 52
Wichita St 71, S.111inois 17
SOUTHWEST
Baylor 67, Arkansas 58
Cameron 71, Xavier 65
Houston 70, lamer 64
Kansas 82, Oklahoma 78
NE Louisiana 66, Houston Baptist 55
N Texas Si. 86, Texas-Arlington 82
Oklahoma St 81, Nebraska 70
Oral Roberts 70, Evansville 66
Pan American 94, N Iowa 70
Rim 52, Texas Tech 30.01
Texas AWN 71 Southern Methodist 51
Texas Christian 66, Texas 64
Texas-El Paso 64, Brigham Young 62
W Texas Si ,74,N Mexico Si 68
MR WEST
Arizona St 69,Southern Cal 55
California 71, Washington 65
Cal-Irvine 65,Cal-Santa Barbara 56
Gonzaga 59,StMary's, Calif 50
Hawaii 56, Air Force 50
Idaho 57, Boise St. 45
Kanles St 63. Colorado 62,01
Long Beach St. 71, Fullerton St. 56
Loyola. Calif. 72, Lief San Diego 69
Montana 53,Idaho Si 49
Montana St 50, Weber St 41
Nev.-Las Vegas 78, San Diego St. -a
Net -Reno 74, N.Arizona 70
Oregon St. 82. Oregon 55
Pepperdine 91,Santa Clara 82
Puget Sound 111, Portland Sett)
San Francisco IA. Portland U. 86
San Jose Si 52. Fresno St. 47
Stanford 62. Washington Si. 60
UCIA 79, Arizona 76
UtaA82, New Mexico 76, OT
Utah Si 106, Pacific 89
Wyoming 2,Colorado St 54
- EXHIBITIONS
Staten Island 68. Central.Stockholm 55

The itae.tied Pena
0111.44 taimore
Pagel Mg=
• L
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KY.
40 3 I 214 1411 66
/210110111
II 13 7
132 50
yi 15 a in in si
WielnoinII 19 11 182 IA 43
N.Y. Ringers
i433 0156,6896
Swim Diann
SL tains
96 10 7 201 156
ValIPIAARI
• 12 14 110 151
Clunigo
19 2 6 173 192
Cieuradu
16 23 7 157 116
Edna-eon
13 33 1 IN I&
Winnipeg
433 9 1M M
Wales Laideresce
Norris Wilke
IAA Ac
7714619616868
Manumit
26 14 Si /97 13 57
Pittsburgh
15 33 7 172 203 37
Hertfung
14 2 9 171 213 37
Litman
ii34 9 IN 1/6 31
Admen Wake
Neale
20 9 15 171 12 55
Amigos.
21 11 II 157 12 53
&mon
18 19 8 167 I* 44
Toronto
16 2 6 179 210 38
Quebec
11 23 12 156 1911 34
Sisturdny's Grimes
Eiseiton 6, Philadelphia
Chicago 3, Hartford 2
Calgery 1, Wmrspeg 2
New York Islanders 6, Washingtm 4
Pm-9W* 5. Ids Angeles 1
Torunto 6, Montreal 5
Msnesota 7. Quebec I
&Lam 7, E.:boor-len 6
Vamener 5, Coknidu 2 /
Wodey's Geak
Buffalo 4. New York-Rangers 0
Philadelphia 7, 1m Angeles 2
Wastanglai 3, Hartford 2
Owego 7, Quebec 2
Tonnto 'a Winnipeg 4
Meaday's Games
Buffalo at Boston
Calgary 4 NCO York Rangers
Montreal at Mnonsola
Tuesday's Guars
Calgary at New 'lock Islanders
Detroit at lee Angeles
Tonntu at Vancouver

cwewv

OVC Standings
Mid Tenneme
W Kentucky
Mirray St
E Kentucky
Aiisen Pray
Morehred St
Tenn Tech
Akron

Con(
All Gant,
W I, Pet W I. Pet
5 1 .233 12 2 714
3 1 750 9 5 942
31 750 76, SA
3 2 92 6 8 191

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
National League
ST LOUIS CARDINAIS - Named
Tommy Thompson manager of Springfield of the American Association.
Named Dal Malvin Springfield's minor
league infield instructor and Darold
Knowles and Bob Milliken its minor
league pitching instructors. Named
Gaylen Pitts manager of their Texas
League affiliate at Arkansas. Named
Joe Algol' manager of Gastonia, N C. in
the South Atlantic League
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
ATLANTA HAWKS - Traded Don
Collins, forward-guard, to the Washington Bullets for Wes Matthews,
guard.
UTAH JAZZ - Pieced Ricky, Green,
guard, On -the injured list Activated
John Duren. guard
FOOTBALL
National Football League
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS - Named
Jack Pardee assistant head coach in
charge of defense, and larrye Weaver
offensive coordinator
COLLEGE
AUBURN - Named Wayne Hall, Neil
Callaway, Bobby Wallace, Joe Whitt,
Oval Jaynes and Bud Casey to its Cootball coaching staff
MARS HILL - Announced the
resignation of Jack Lytton, head basketball coach, effective at the end of the
120-81 season

By The Associated Press
EAST
Franklin & Marshall 50, Widener 44
SOUTH
Charleston 95, New Paltz 44
Louisville 71, Missouri 49
Va. Commonwealth 86, N.C.-Charlotte
75
MIDWEST
DePaul 90, Wagner 75
Indiana 67,Ohio St 60
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Seturday's Ra- nks
E Kentucky 85. Akron 77
W Kentucky 70. Austin Pray 58
Mirray State 74, Middle Teti, 70
-,
Tenn Tech et. Morehead Slate 84 10T1

Sunday Scores

By Ow Amswinmal Pima
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Phoenix
39 11
72
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31
18
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24 22
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21 2
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Seattle
21 2
447
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21 '37
431
Smturan's Games
net Jersey 116, Detroit 104
Washington 103. San Anionic, 93
DEMI, IA Kansas City 122
Cleveland 110, Chicago 98
New York 99, Houston 96
Simday's Games
Boston Se Ips Angeles 96
Muse-mare 110, Portland 103
Philadelphia 113, Seattle 92
Washington 110, New Jersey 99
Hcuston 98, Denver 97
Indiana 110, Utah 2
Phuenui 1213 Atlanta 86
San Diego 115, Dallas 100
Moodey's Game
Detroit vs Beaton at Hartfurd
Tuesday's Games
Seattle at New York
Portland at Cleveland
Utah at Wastimglan
Phdadelphia at Detriet
Kansas City at Dallas
Pficenut at San Antonio
Indiana at Chicago
•
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NBA Standings

Murray Rental and Sales Center
Chain Saw Trade Day
"We'll Trade For Anything"
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Then visit

NHL Standings
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match 1118 deleatiag fairdaphde Jim
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Fred Came WM.
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Ernie Schlegel 31638.
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KITZBUILIIIEL. Meade
API s.beibm's bower Blininark won Isis
38th Wadi 03 Midi race, the 11st international 133nnitarnm races
Samiont's trial tune Woo I minor,,
40 17 seconds, edging out Vladimir Andre,. of the Soviet Union, who had a
1 41 12 clocking
In World Cup standings, Peter Mueller
of Switzerland continued to lead with 140
points with Steemark moving up to second with 135. Phil Maitre was fiord at
125
STOWE,Vt. AP t -- Robert Schuchter
of Austria beat Calico Martinez of
Argentina in the final of the slalom event
on Mosel Mansfield, the fifth stop on the
World Pro Ski Tour Avis Cup competition
CRANS-SUR-SIERRE, Switzerland
AP - The organizers of the women's
World Cup downhill ski race, scheduled
to be held at the Crans.Montana course.
called it off besoisse II strong winds and
contintung snowfall Competition tern
tensely w.i •...t4 for today

Weekend College Scores

that was the case. the CarFreshman Lancaster Gor- four-minute stretch without a
dinals took another big step don scored 19 points and keyed
field goal, Louisville scored
Sunday, blasting Missouri 71- one of two Louisville streaks
eight unanswered points with
that carried the defending
49.
Gordon getting six of them, to
It was all part of a new look NCAA champions to victory
take a 12-point lead.
by the Cardinals that seems to Sunday afternoon in a ' na- • The lead varied between 15
be tired of losing. The Car- tionally televised game.
and seven points until 6:23 left
dinals have won four straight
After .a slow initial 10
in the game when Louisville
games to raise their overall minutes of the game, in which
went on another streak,
record to 6-7
both teams went through a
outscoring the visiting Tigers
14-0 to put the game away.
Missouri, falling to 134, was
led by 6-11 sophomore Steve
Stipanovich with 14 points and
Curtis Berry with 12.
Crum
noted
after
Louisville's 98-78 romp over
Florida State that the Cardinals had been winning since
he has started Gordon and
Charles Jones, another
freshman.
The two freshmen each
scored 11 points and five other
Louisville players scored in
BATON ROUGE, La. (API year.
Cowan and the rest of the double figures in Saturday - Louisiana State University
"We've got to respect him. third-ranked
Kentucky night's victory.
forward Durand Macklin says Once somebody burns you, basketball . team at the LSU
Sparked by Jones and
Fred Cowan won't be able to you've got to respect them," Assembly Center.
sophomore Rodney McCray,
take the sixth-ranked Tigers Macklin said in looking ahead
When the two teams met Louisville jumped off to a
by surprise the way he did last to tonight's game against last season for the quick 12-2 lead after scoring 10
Southeastern Conference title, points in a row and never
everyone was watching All- allowed Florida State to get
American guard Kyle Mass, closer than eight points.
riti* graduated:-and .7-Ecici
Crum said he was pleased
with the balanced efforts,
freshman center Sam Bowie.
But Cowan, now a senior, which allowed him to play
poured in 27 points in that Ken- several players.
tucky victory.
The victory raised
"All the attention was focus- Louisville's record to 3-0 in
ed on Macy and Bowie, but conference play. Florida
Cowan did a job on us," State, a preseason choice to
Macklin remembers. "He's a
battle Louisville for the Metro
quiet player. He's not flashy, title, fell to 2-2 in the conference and 7-6 overall.
he just gets the job done.
"He's a garbage-type
player, like me. He works
hard and gets inside the lane
and gets those second shots.•"
LSU, ranked sixth nationally-, is 5-0 in conference play, a
game ahead of Kentucky.
Cowan,one of two seniors on
the team, has hit on 40 of 92
field goals for 43.5 percent and
an 11.3-point average that
makes him Kentucky's second
leading scorer this season. An
ankle injury sidelined him for
Now from Pioneer
two games, burthe 6-8 forward
said he's recovered: FAKSAW.
"Everything's going pretty
THE LITTLE RACERS gave their performance of the year
A fast,'inside, value-packed
good for me right now," he
at halftime of the MSU-MTSU game at Racer Arena Saturperformer for wooden:KM'
said. "I've had a few ups and
choirs all over the farm!
day night. They are shown here dribbling the ball around
downs and I'd just like to be a
and through their legs.
little more consistent."
%orb bat
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RENTAL' SALES

Come By For A Free Demo
And Ask About Our Specials
On Trade-Ins

CENTER
200 E. Main

753-8201
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Ringing Phones Awaken Hostages' Families With Good News

By The Associated Press
Ringing telephones around
the country today awakened
the families of 52 American
hostages before dawn with
good news for the first time in
14'2 months: the agreement to
free their loved ones was signed at last.
"I'm beginnning to feel pure
joy. It's been a long while
since I have felt that, Said
Hazel Lee, of Pasadena,
Calif., when she heard about
the pact that should mean
freedom for her son,Gary.
"It's like having a baby."
she said. "The sense of rebirth
is what I'm feeling. The
rebirth of joy is what I'm feeling, and hope. When I feel my
arms around him and hear his
voice, it will all be worth it."
Deputy Secretary of State
Warren Christopher, the chief
American hostage negotiator,
signed the agreement at the
Algerian Foreign Ministry
moments after the document
mias flown in from Tehran,
where it had been signed by
Iranian officials.
President Carter, in a
televised appearance early
this morning, said a few
documents remained to be
signed and money transferred
before the hostages' release.
But Carter said he believed
the agreement would bring the
release of the captives.
There was no word on exactly when the hostages would be

the past 111-2 months, still was
hesitant to rejoice
-The agreement is signed
but the hostages have not yet
been freed and I don't lose my

04 RAM.,
np,

SOMERSET, Ky. (AP) -James Gooch of Somerset's
Indian Hills neighborhood
plans to let the sun help with
his heating bills this winter.
The Gooch home is one of
the first in Pulaski County
with a modern solar heating
system.
The system was designed by
Sol-En Inc., a Somerset solar
energy firm. But Gooch and
his son., Robin, did much of the
installation themselves.
Technically, it is a retrofitted hybrid system making use
of both passive and active
types of solar energy storage
and distribution.
It makes use of the
greenhouse effect, with light
entering a double-glazed cubicle on the south side of the
house and heating masonry
surfaces.
John Wilson, president of
SolEn, said the system at the
Gooch home is "state of the
art." He said the unique part
of the system is use of a bank

New member
opportunity...
supplement youro
Medicare with s
much as $25 00
lifetime coverage..
If you're 65 or over, or soon will be, then you owe it tolyOurself to
into the benefits of Blue Cross and Blue Shield MediCare Supplement Programs.
As you probably know, with Medicare there are
expenses you must pay yourself And a long or
complicated illness may leave you with a financial burden That's why we urge you to consider
our Medicare Supplement Programs They provide as much as $250,000 for catastrophic
coverage

ing period for health conditions which exist at
the time of enrollment
You may choose either the High Option Medicare
Supplement Program or our regular Medicare
Supplement Program to meet your specific
needs.

These programs provide additional benefits, at. To gel details on these quality, prepaid health
tee an annual deductible is met, for physician's care plans, mail the coupon today
charges. home health services, skilled nursing Complete and mail
to
facilities. plus more.
All applications are subject to healthcare questions and. .1 accepted, there is a 6-month wait.

Prescription Drug Coverage
The High Option Medicare Supplement
Plan provides prescription drug benefits.
Drugs requiring prescriptions will be covered at the rate of 80°6 after a separate
deductible of $100 per calendar year.

Special accounts Dmsion. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky,
9901 Linn Station Road, Lowswille, KY 40223
Please send me information about the Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Medicare Supplement Programs
Name
Address
City/State

•Res, Mrs It., Cioss Ass,- •'Rep Uar• Eliot Shoe, As n • "Della Denial P•ans AssoOaloon
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cool until that moment cornes,'' she said from her
Washington, D.C., home.
Carol Hohrnan, sister-in-law
of hostage Donald R. Hohrnan,

also was cautious. "We're not
going to be happy until he's on
that airplane."
"I'm still leery," , said
Jackie Persinger, mother of

Somerset Man Plans To Let
Sun Help Winter Heat Bills

A

Blue Cross'
Blue Shield'
Delta Dental
Your protessionala

freed from their 443-day captivity. But two Algerian planes
flew to Tehran, presumably to
pick up the 50 men and two
women.
The families were on
tenterhooks all weekend. Bottles of champagne were iced
in readiness. Sunday dinners
went untouched. Welcomehome banners were unfurled.
Television sets were never
switched off. And then the
phone calls began.
"My God, it's over. It's
finished and they're coming
home," said Dorothea
Morefield of San Diego, wife of
hostage Richard Morefield.
"I can't start to tell you the
relief," she said. "The
weight's lifted, the pain's
gone. It's a glorious feeling.
All of a sudden I don't have a
headache. All of a sudden, I'm
not afraid."
She even felt up to a joke
when asked what her first
words to her husband would
be: "Next time you're going to
be late for dinner, call."
Anna Kennedy, mother of
hostage Moorhead C. Kennedy
Jr., said, "Really, oh really?
Oh my God, my God. Thank
you for calling me.
"This is wonderful...finally," the New York City woman
said.
But her daughter-in-law,
Louisa, like other relatives
whose hopes repeatedly were
dashed by false alarms over

Zip

of four hollow "heat collection
columns" of concrete block,
painted flat black on their sunward sides.
Heat absorbed in the columns is drawn down under the
floor of the chamber through a
ducting system powered by an
electric fan, and distributed
through the home.
Cooler air is then returned
to the solar heating chamber
where it is reheated and recirculated.
A thermostat controls the
system, pumping warm air into the house only when needed.
At night, or during severe
overcasts, insulated panels
slide into place to cover the
glass and prevent loss of collected heat.
The solar system is used as
the primary heat source for
the house, with electric units if
additional heat is needed.
The solar unit began full
operation'at the beginning of

December.
Gooch said if he opens the
insulated panels on the system
before he goes to work in the
morning, the system usually
begins producing heat about
10:30 a.m., when enough
warmth builds up to trigger
the fans, and continues to heat
the house until 6 or 7 p.m.
An added bonus of the solar
system, Gooch said, is that the
solar chamber itself, which
looks like a "space age front
porch" is a good place to
"come out and read the
paper."

23-yearold Gregory Persinger.
"I'll be able to relax when I
see them over here in the
US."
"Boy! Let's let's just hope
my father is on his way to a
safe country within 24 hours,"
said Dave Schaefer, of
Tacoma, Wash., who hoped to
travel to see his father,
hostage Col. Thomas
Schaefer.
"It's wonderful that it happened. It's about time," said
Alyssa Keough, of Burlington.
Vt., daughter of hostage
William Keough.
"I'm very happy, very happy," said Doris Moeller of
Loup City, Neb., when she gut
word about impending
freedom for her son, Michael.
''It's the end of a long, long
time. We plan to just sit and
wait now until we know he's
safe."
Robert Hohrnan, father of
hostage Donald Hohman,
came to his door today smiling, with tears in his eyes and

a "Free the Hostages- pin on oak tree.
his lapel "Well, that's it. It's
-There. Now we are ready
official. I'm grateful for what for hini to come home. Now
Carter has done."
there is a yellow ribbon tied
After the State Department around an old oak tree," she
phoned Ernest and Susan murmured as her voice broke_
Cooke in Memphis, Terui
with the news about their son
Donald, they uncorked champagne that had been cooling
throughout the night on thy
patio.
Subscribers who have not
Cooke pulled two yellow rib- received their home delivered
bons from his lapel and crush-, copy of The Mont ledger L Lists
by
ed them. They had said 5:30 p m Monday -Friday or by
"Release the Hostages- and 3:30 p m Saturdays ore urged
"Let Our People Go."
to call 151191i between 530 lb
The parents of , hostage ear 6 p.m., Madly Iliciegh friday. an
Johnny McKeel were waiting 3:10 as. 4.4 4 p.s Soludoti.
A circulation deportment embeside the fireplace when the
phone rang at 3:20 a.m, at ployee is on duty during these
their Balch Springs, Texas. time periods to insure delivery
home. After a short conversa- of your newspaper Calls must
tion with an undersecretary of be placed by 6 psi weekdays or.
state, Wynona McKeel grabb- 4 p.• Saturdays to guarantee
ed a large yellow ribbon and dehve'
The regular business office
walked outside with her hushours of The Norm ledger I limesband,Johnny Sr
-•
are I OA. to 5 ra . Monday
'Fhei stood in the light rain. through Friday
and I a• to soottying the ribbon around their Saturdays.

MISS
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Hundreds of
unadvertised Price
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LOOK FOR THE
RED TAGS'
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Louisville Looking
At Baseball Arena
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Mayor William Stansbury has
directed Louisville officials to
pursue the idea of a baseball
stadium. The mayor said he
envisions a stadium that
would seat 11,500 for baseball
and would be located on River
Road across from Eva Bandman Park, just east of
downtown Louisville.
Stansbury said a contract
will be signed with a consulant
in a few days. He wants the
consultant to find out how such
a stadium could be financed.

HUD Okays $9.5
For Riverport Use

Our Powerful
"Intercontinental System"
Slashed an Incredible 310/0

Save
$4508°

LOUISVILLE, Ky. API —
The Department of Housing
and Urban Development has
approved a $9.5 million loan
for development of the
LouisvilleJefferson County
Riverport. The money can
also be used for the purchase
of additional land for the Jefferson County Forest.
Officials say the approval
means the northern section of
the port can be developed and
industry will be able to move
- in.
About $,1.3 million is planned
for development of the forest,
which is in the Fairdale area
of southern Jefferson County.

I Roger D. Hudson am running for
Magistrate of District I. I would like to
take this time and opportunity to tell
you about the kind of candidate you
would be supporting if you vote for me.
First of all I would like to say that I know
all of the candidates that are running in
this district. I think they are fine people, I
have known them for a number of years,
and I would like to think they are my
friends. At this time I would like to take
the opportunity to let you know about
myself, and my family. I am the sole
owner and operator of Roger D. Hudson
Trucking, Excavating, and Lime Service. I
am a member of Temple Hill Lodge No.
276, Temple Hill Chapter of the Eastern
Star No. 511, member of the Murray
Royal Arch No. 92, member of the
Murray Council No. 50, honorary charter
member of the Ky. Sheriff's Association
Boys and Girls Ranch. I have an
honorable discharge from the United
States Army.

I am the only son of David and Thelma Lorine Hudson who reside on Murray Route 3. I married
the former Carolyn Jones of Kirksey, whose parents are-Jewell and Genella Jones who reside in
Kirksey. We have two children, Layton Dale age 9 and Lisa Marie who is 4/2 months old. Our son
attends East Elementary.
Now to get on with the business I promise to do my best to serve the people of the First District,
to the best of my ability, and as far as the power of magistrate will let me. I do not want to promise
to do any more than I can.
The people that know me and have done business with me know that I am a man of my word.
The reason that I feel qualified for this office is that my trucks and I have worked in with
the
Calloway County Road Dept. in each district to help re-surface roads. I am familiar with the expense of machinery, and its operition. I myself have to pay road usage tax. I would like to say
at
this point that I would like to see everyone employed possible with the funds that are available by
the Calloway County Fiscal Court and in closing I would like to say I would deeply appreciate your
vote as Magistrate of the First District.

Separate Items Reg 1439 80

CHARGE IT
IMOST STORES)

• Realistic • STA-21000 AM/FM Stereo Receiver With 120 Watts
per Channel and Two Magnetic-Cartridge Phono Inputs
• Two Optimus T-200 "Tower" Oiled Walnut Veneer Speaker
Systems with Twin 10" Woofers, 6'2" Midrange. 2" Edgeless
Tweeter
• LAB-420 Automatic Direct-Drive Turntable With Base. Dust
Cover, and S39.95-Value Realistic/Shure R1000EDT Magnetic
Cartridge 31-20410/40-2029,42-2975

Sale! Our Most Powerful AM/FM Stereo
Receiver!
STA-2100D by Realish
17-. ..

_
Cue'r'r

Save
$200

CC.

'(C. c
c

Ck\

It easily drives the largest speakers to wall-shaking
volume, plus accurately reproduces the softest
musical details. 120 watts per channel. min_ rms into
8 ohms. 20-20.000 Hz. with no more than 0.05% THO #31-2090

499!915

Stereo Headphones to Give You
Outstanding Listening Realism!
Nove-40 by Realistic

:

savesaw 147,5
Add these stereo headphones to your music
system today! 3/
1
2" drivers deliver full-range
30-18,000 Hz response—from deep bass to
soaring highs Cushioned earpads with
padded, adjustable headband for hours of
listening"COmfort. 10' coiled cord. #33-993

Check Your Phone Book for the *Boise Skeels Store

or Dealer
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Paul J. Parkin
Completes Coast
Guard Training

IRA G CORN, JR

1. Legal Notice

-The chains of habit are
too weak to be felt until
coast Guard Seaman Apthey are too strong to be
prentice Paul J Parkin, WU of
broken "-- Samuel Johnson
Wallace and Jerrie Parkin of
Route 4, Box 565, Murray. has
Declarer lost today's
completed recrtut training at
the Coast Guard Training slam because of careless
habits He saw a line of play
enter, Cape May, N. J.
During the ten-week train- that might land 12 tricks,
ing 0de, trainees studied unfortunately, he overgeneral military subjects looked a plan to improve
,Jesigned to prepare them for those chances.
South's blast was not to
farther academic and on-the;on trauung loading toward scientific, however, he
their qualification in one of the thought it best not to reveal
too much about his hand
Ciiast Guard's 26 basic ticThe heart king was won in
,upational fields
dummy and dummy's diaIncluded in their studies mond ace was cashed,
ere first 'aid, seamanship. declarer discarding a club.
...1st Guard history and A diamond ruff came next.
,gulations, close order drill followed by the ace of
id damage control.
hearts and a heart ruff in
1980 graduate of Calloway
dummy.
iunty High School, he joined
Another diamond was
lc last Guard in August
ruffed in hopes of dropping
$80
the king, but when that

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROS',
1 Torr.0
4 Month
9 Maul
'2 Macaw
'3 Poetic muse
'4 Timegone by
15 Sarcasm
• 7 Abrupt
' Mine yen
. Sunce
_2 Liberty Federal agcy
-.11.earnmg
Greet, letter
.. 32 Strewed
34 Cooled lava
35 Grain
36 Land measure
37, Greek letter
38 Splashed
41 Dry, as wine
42 Trial
43 Speck
44 Nut s Com-

6 Sun god
7 possessive
pronoun
8 Noisy
9 Cushion
10 Mature
11 Triumphed
16 Sick
18 Apportioned
20 Time period
22 Animal
23 Russian
stockade
24 State Abbr
26 Strained
28 Conjunction
29 Repulse
30 Decree
32 Perched
33 Bushy clump
35 Aquatic
mammal
39 While
40 Fish eggs
1

panion

45 Printer's
measure
47 Reverberate
19 Vegetable
53 Ship's rope
57 Native metal
,
8 Force
New Deal
agcy
61 Marry
62 European
63 Intellect

2

3

WEST
•7 6 3
•QJ 10
•K J 10 6
•J 62

•9 8 5 3
•K 109

SOUTH
•AKQ.1108
V A 4 32

Vulnerable Both
North. The bidding.

Dealer-

North
1•
2 NT

West
Pass

East
Pass
Pass

South
2•
6•

All pass

•

Opening lead: Heart queen

A

41 Thus
44 Nod
46 Swabs
48 Rabbit
49 Farm animal
50 Exist
4

5

6

7

51 Communist
52 Haul
54 Seed
55 Slender finial
56 Rodent
59 Pronoun

1

9

341

Bid with Corn

South holds

27 IINI

*36 /137

South
1•
24

North
i•

41

44

as

42

44

47

82
so
62

53

se

5111
1

so
isti

ANSWER: Three no trump
North's raise is not forcing,
but South has enough extras to
try the game.
---

304 Mein

753-8295

St.

CALL THE ROLL
A6AIN AND SEE
IF I'M HERE!

OH, DEAR-LET'S SEE-ER---A---ER
HMMM---

SOUTH
AMERICA,
0

are
Advertisers
requested to check the
first insertion of ads for
corrections.
This
newspaper will be
responsible for only one
incorrect insertion. ANY
ERROR SHOULD BE
IMREPORTED
MEDIATELY. SO, PLEASE
YOUR
AD
CHECK
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR.
Wanted Ride to Detroit area
soon Will pay reasonable fee...
Please call 753-3706

5'. Lost and Found

PER
QUESTION
1

(IT WON'T
RE HARP
SEE

1

• CARTER STUDIO

Check
Your
Ad
.‘

Paris, TN
642-4772

HERE, DAGWOOD-- TAKE

THESE

WANT 70 SEE
WHAT ARE
)4DU WAITING
' FOR ?COME IN.
I AM BUSY
MAN.
ME E

PILLS

A WARNING GROWL FROM
DEVIL „.

THOSE NEW MIRACLE
DRUGS ARE AMAZING,
AREN'T

work in stereo S record
store 3 Days a week and
possibly lull time later
Must be pleasant ond
able to wore. with public

World
of Sound
Si of Per week part title at
home Webster
America's
foremost dictionary company
need home workers to update
local mailing list All ages ex
perience necessary Call 1.716
845-5670 Ext 454
Accepting applications
for experienced tool
and dye makers. Candidates must have completed apprenticeship or
5 years in an industrial
setting.

NORGE
Division of
Magic Chef
Attention:
Personnel Deportment
4101. Lyerla
Herrin, IL 62948.
(618)998-8431
Equal Opportunit y

Employer

AliftVIN

Custom
Built
portable
buildings Call 753-0984

Special 99'
3271. Wood

WANTED
Person (prefer lady) to

1. Storage Bldgs.

What we do best is care
Needline 753-6333

Open 10:00 a.m. til
6:00 p.m. Monday
through Saturday.
•Fish
• Birds
•Pets
This week Mixed Gup•
pies Reg. $1.49

Send bridge questions to The Ace,.
PO Box 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225
weth self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply

uJN1CH PA6E?ToPAY?

WHERE
IS
BOLIVIA?

TROPICAL
FISH HUT

17. Vacuum Cliiiii

Apple Tree School. quality
child care with educational
program, 1503 Stadium View,
753-9356,753-1566.
For that personal touch.
. try us. Wedding
Photography.

Bible Faets Free Store for the
needy 759-4600

1-19-B

•5 4
•K 8
•
•A <4 7 4 2
•AQ8 3

r, 16

31

BIBLE CALL
For Teens: Making the
most of your life • 7594444; Children's Story.
759-4445.

6. Help Wanted

2. -Notice

10 11

14
17

heart, the defense is
finished. East must lead into
one of dummy's minors and
the slam is made without a
finesse.

NO, MA'AM... UJI-IERE ?
HOW ? WHO? 144?

RADIO
'QUIZ
$ 100

2. Notice

A

23 2,25

61

EAST
•9 2
VS 7 6 5

A

31

t

The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale the following: 98 items of
used structures located at Land Between The Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231. The majority of the structures are constructed of logs, some
dating back to the 1800's. Prospective
bidders are urged to inspect before
submitting a bid. All items are offered
for sale -As Is, Where Is,- to be
removed by and at the expense of the
contractor within thirty (30) days from
date of award.
Sealed bids will be received until 2
p.m., February 11, 1981, by the Bid
Clerk, TVA, Division of Purchasing,
400 Commerce Union Bank Building,
633 Chestnut Street, Chattanooga,
Tennessee 37401. For bid forms and
further details, contact Dana Roberson, telephone area code 502-9245602. Sales Invitation Number 434385.

I•19-A

FOR RESULTS

2225 12th
apply in person only

FOR SALE

•5 4
•K 8
•A Q 7 4 2
•AQ83

A

CAD

The Murray Community Development Agency is

now taking applications for the final time in the North.
Douglas area for Rehabilitation Grants
Applications can be picked up at the Community
Development office in City Hall from 8,00 o.m Till
5.00 p.rn Monday thru Friday
For further information. please call the C D office
at 759-1224.

.754

flor
15
12

fill45
i

DOWN
1 Possesses
2 Mouths
3 Make lace
4 Danish island
5 Forecast

NORTH

1. Legal Notice
ATTENTION: NOTICE

failed, declarer drew
trumps Success now hinged
on a winning club finesse
and, when this lost, East
cashed the heart nine for
one down
Declarer had his chances,
but he could have gone one
After winning
better
dummy's heart king. he
should ruff a low diamond
The ace of hearts and a
heart ruff in dummy
allowed declarer to ruff
another low diamond
Trumps are drawn and
dummy is left with the A-Q
of clubs and the A-Q-7 of
diamonds Declarer now
plays his last heart and. if
West wins, declarer still has
options in the minor suits.
However, as in today's
case, if East wins the last

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
AL Al

13

12

PUT IT IN THE

THE ACES'

Lost on 280 East, Pottertown
Road, a Hawk. Wearing a bell
around the neck and 2 leather
bands around it's feet, If seen
or found call 753-0736.
$100 Reward for small brown.
mixed Terrier. -Sam", lost in
Route 6, Kentucky Lake_area.
'Calf 436-2591.

6. Help Wanted
Paducah firm seeking
aggressive, ambitious person to sell nationally advertised office equipment
in Murray-Mayfield area.
Please send resume to
P.D. Boo 1120 Paducah,
KY 42001 or call 4438461 for appointment.
Designer Draftsman. Experienced in mechanical drafting_ Excellent salary and benefits.
Send resume to P.E.B.. P.O.
Box 1479. Paducah, KY 42001.
Earn extra money. Ideal for
homemakers. Local residents
needed to conduct survey to
update Murray community
directory Absolutely no selling
All work will be done at home
by telephone. Generous compensation Must be able to
work 5 hours per day during
the week between the hours of
3 through 930 pm and up to 6
hours per day on weekends
• Must have telephone and neat
handwriting. Apply in your own
handwriting giving name, address and phone number to
Johnson Publishing Co., P.O.
Box 1040F.
•
Experienced female cook No
telephone calls Personal interviews only Dakota Feed &
Grain

PAGE

9. Situation Wanted
Special Ed map seeks work in
babysitting or tutoring for Ex.
cepttonal children Experienced 753-6743.
Will babysit with infant or
preschooler. Experienced and
references. 753-7904.
Would like to babysit in my
home. Experienced and have
references. Phone 753-9586,
Will do housekeeping in town
while you work. Have good
references. 753-7694

Electrolux Sales and Service
Tony Montgomery. 753-6760

Equipment
966 International IN 516 plow,
4-row AC drill with spray. Call
382-2267
4230 John Deere Quad-range,
998 hours, no cab one owner,
loaded
5524 woith extras Sharp, 50243
-.Me time offer, New Ford tractors, Model 2600 Gas. 6-speed.
540 RPM P O....heavy duty
alternator, stablizers, pie.
cleaner, bumper fluid in rear
tires, 5.50x16 front. 12 4x28
rear with power adiust
wheels.. $7295 00. Model
3600 Gas 8-speed. live PTO,
diffrental 'loch, work light,
power steering, grammer seat.
heavy duty alternator, bumper,
pre-cleaner, power adiust
wheels, 6:00xI6 front 13 6x28
rear tires, fluid in
tires...$9249.00. Model 5699
Diesel, 8-speed, Independant
PTO, work light, yammer seat,
power adiust wheels, dual hyd
control valve, heavy duty alter.
nator, front end weights.
stablizers, pre-cleaner, water
heater in block. 10 0E416
front, 16:900 rear tires, fluid
in rear tires $13,645.00
Available as long as supply last.
Large selection of good used
tractors and equipment. No
sale tax to farmers. Financing
available with approved credit.
Come see us at Burke-Thomas
Company, 65 Main Street,
Cadiz„.KY. Phone 522-3361.

20. Sports Equipment
The Pistol People: Invest in a
feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in Kentucky. Country Boy Store. 9
miles west of Hopkinsville function KY 164-117. Hours 8-5.
Sunday 12-5,(502185-5914.

12. Insurance
Fantastic rates on 1975 or.
newer Mobile homes. See or
call Johnny Williams, your
M F.A. agent. 753-0445.

14. Want To Buy
Junk cars 474-8838
Want to buy: Used card table.
Call 474-9729 or 475-2346
after 5 pm.
Will pay top price for white oak
timber. Call 753-4984 evenings.

15. Articles For Sale
1971 Charger, good condition;
Antique piano baby, Selmer
Mark IV tenor sax. (615) 2325197 or 232-6505.
Excellent hardwood desk with
glass top, large antique glass
display case made of oak, marble and beveled glass. 2 end
tables, 1 coffee table. 1 love
seat; 1 sofa (makes into bed), 1
file cabinet For further infor- matron call 753-8231. Tam
Denton, 10 AM NI 8 Manly.
For sale Wheat straw and
carpeting Call 753-8156
1979 17 Hp John Deere tractor. 48" mowing_deck, snow
blade with angle kit, John
Deere dump trailer chains and
weights $3500 Can be seen at
Astro Car Wash Days 7531331. nights 753-7687
Honda Express II. ping pang
table, Franklin stove, English
saddle
dle Call 759-1158.
site
10 and
12 Call 753-0087
Nine piece Royal Prestige
cookware, stainless steel,
lifetime guarantee, $175.
Ladies brown fur coat, size 14,
$40 753-1235
Olympus 0M-10 56rr7-1j15-.
case almost new, $200 Winchester Canadam Centenial 3030 $250 or make offer 16 foot
cargo trailer. Thin axle, electric
brakes, $750 or make offer
Call 759-4104. '

16. Home Furnishings
New and used furontique
niture,
matdressers,
lamps,
tresses
linens. books, Army
clothes and ammo
Bargains
boxes.
galore. Joke and Kato
Smiles, Hwy 79 seven
of
west
miles
Clarksville
on
ilyiewood Road I •
615-647-4009.

AU MKS CAll

FA

1
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Kelley's Termite A
a Pint Control %
Plume 753-3914
.."___...70X/Ileirs011
1
\

24. Miscellaneous
Firewood, seasoned oak and
hickory. 18l.,
Chainsaws
repaired, sharpened
Tree
removal 489-2323.489-2853
For sale 5 hp air compressor
Call Dill's Electric, 753-9104
Firewood cut any length. mostly oak ano' hickory. $22 50
delivered.. 489-2492 or 1534157.
Firewood for sale. $25 a rick
Call 474-8005 after 4 pm.
Partible well driller. Drills 4"
well. has 3 hp electric motor
Can be powered by gasoline
motor Call 753-5913 after 7
PM.

1970 VW Bug parts: artificial
stone, coal stove, antique
piano. Samsonite patio kirniture 436-2333
Wood for sale 436-2758.

25. Business Services
Concrete mixer to bull floats,
power trowel Murray Rental &
Sales Center. 753-8201.
Do you have something to sell?
Need a place to sell it? Rent a
shelf at the Book Rack, 808
Chestnut. 753-4821
MONOGRAMS by Faye's
Monograms, 203 South 5th St.,.
Murray 753-7743 Ready to
monogram robes, shirts,
sweaters. etc. that you received for Christmas.

-26. TV-Radio

-22. Musical

MAGNAVOX
Anneal Soleil
Great Savings

ORGANS
Annual Sahel

said stereos

•lisor swish sit c•st
•54 ptsywatts
•4 year worm*,

CLAYTON'S
.11/LB Musk
753-7575

11. Instructions
Apple Tree School, quality
child care with educational
program. 1503 Stadium View,
753-9356. 753-1566.
Drummer teaching set and
snare lessons, my home, $3.00
a half hour. 753-6797_

23. Exterminating

1978 Baldwin Spinet piano
Spruce sound board, excellent
condition $1100 Peavey 200
Watt amp head and cabinet
with two 14 inch speakers
$500 Call 753-5889
For sale Peavey 400 series
bass amp. Excellent condition.
$500 Call 759-4572 ask for
Deryl or Dixon
Liquidation stock sale Baldwin
pianos and organs, guitars,
amplifiers, console stereos,
-violins Litton microwave ovens.
Pioneer auto stereos, much
more Lonardo. Piano Co ,
across Post Office, Paris, TN
Must sell 6 month old console
piano, yours for paying off
balance or taking up monthly
payments 753-7575

CLAYTON'S
JAB Meth
753-7575
For sale Cobra 89 XLR CB-wr-th
Turner power mike and Starduster antenna. Call 492-8604
Wanted Responsible party to
take over payment on color t
Warranty Clayton's 1 & B
Music, 753-7575,

27. Mobile Home Sales
1974 Double wide mobile
home, 24x36, partially furnished or unfurnished. All electric
with baseboard electric heat.
Very easily heated $7500.
Phone 1-354-6217
12x65 Furnished, washer
dryer, air-conditioner, under•
pinning and storm straps, good
copditton Reduced 474-23N._
-f or sale or rent 1973 Moble
home. 12x52, 2 bedrooms gas
heat, new electric service 50
gallon hot water tack, 500
gallon gas tank, half full. Call
354-6122

INSTRINITIRI NEWER EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY )
SALONS SS mum ISAMU
16%

EXCELLENT PART OR fULI TINE MIN 4rAV
le EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
or woman to distribute pre-sold ad••rttsed World
R•resOUS ALKA•SELTZER, BAYER ASPIRIN, DRISTAN.
ANACIN, TUMS, tic Restock account. weekly.

Man

For sal
759-17

1976 I
759-15
Three I
house
$1000

JUN

Econon
mobile
court n

For rer
month
pm.
Furnish
central
dryer, I(
For reni
furnishi
near 0
3895 at
2 bedr(
approxi,
641 Soi
after 51
Illtwo be(
furnitur
natural
at Shad,
Two bee
ly furni
per mon
5

31:1:11-1

30x40
per mon

31
:
14
Extra lar
furnisher
month (
f urnisher
air. Call

Furnish&
ment $81
cord Cal
For rent:
duplex a
Murre.
New 2.3
central
fireplace
applianc
pus. 753

CoIch
Mon-S

2 Pc.
Breast
Or Thii
2 Pow
3 Pc,
Breast
3Potai

8 Pc.
12 Pc
16 Pc

22 Pc

NO INITIAL SELLING' INCOME STARTS IMMEDIATE:0
ACCOUNTS NOW AVAILABLE!
MINIMUM CASH INVESTMENT. 83495 0046840 00
*spite/int Mould h”ecar.rninorourn or 6 spare ht. wesuls,
reliable and Coyish. to assume business reSpOnsibtlities wolh
tn 30 days. it YOU tent these requirements, hare th•
necessary cash ins•strn•nl, and sincerely want 10 Own yOur
OWn bsaibflhti, teen write lodes and insiu de phone number to

a*... TIMMS WORLD INDUSTRIES. I NC
MARKETING DIRECTOR DEPT 101
\
7013 Pap Avenue - Saint Louis, Missouri 83133
11:11:1.

-N

AIRLINES
Major airlines are now accepting applications for the
following opportunities:
FLIGHT JITTENDANTS
RAMP & BAGGAGE PERSONNEL
TICKET AGENTS
RESERVATIONS AGENTS
CLERICAL POSITIONS
CUSTOMER SERVICE
FOOD SERVICE
AIRCRAFT CLEANING
BOOKKEEPING
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
Individuals interested in applying with these airlines
companies must be
oriented, have a public
relations personality, be willing to travel if required,
and be in good health. Major airlines will provide
training for many of the positions listed above. For
further information on how to immediately apply
directly with these major airlines companies, write to:
Travelex, Inc.
ATTER: Airlines Application Information
3865 South Wesatch Blvd. Suite 101
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109
Please indicate briefly your background, what airlines
position(t) you ore ieeeeeeted ix applying for and enclose a stamped, self-addressed, letter sine, envelope
so that you may receive further information as to
what steps to take so that possible interviews might
be arranged by these airlines. All major airlines corn
ponies are EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYERS,

7;
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34. Houses For Rent

43. Real Estate

303IE
50. Used Trucks

53. Seivices Offered

Kb
53. Services

Offered
For sale Trailer and lot Call Apartments for rent near Two
bedroom, gas heat, 1206
Super constructed 1 story
159-1789
.1971 Ford f 100 dependable Fence sales at Sears now Gall Heating refrigeration ow
downtown Murray. 753-4109
Poplar 7534508 or 1531721
home with all the luxuries
Sears /53-2310 for fret electrical repair
302 standard Call 753-6247
Bob s
1976 New Moon 14x80 Call New 2 bedroom
incleding central heat and
duplex large 3ITUieStOCk-Supplies
Refrigeration Service Hazel
759-1566
1963 GMC pickup new rear estimate for your needs
closets outside storage Lease
air and Fisher wood
KY 498-8370 or 753 1824
cliff new starter, new clutch Insulation blown in by Sears
Three lots, 2 car garage, wash and deposit No pets 753 Livestock equipment for sale
burning stove. Located
Round hay feeders $85 each, a
$400 Good wood stove $100 save on these high heating and Bobby Lockhart
house, and 10x50 trailer all for 0814
en KY Lake with rot own
complete line of hog equipcooling bills Call Sears 753 Need work on your trees' loop
Call 153-3423
$10.000 Call 753-8451
anal and boat dock with
Nice one bedroom apartment ment
Grif's Agri-Sales,
ing pruning shaping com
1980 Jeep, CJ-5. Power steer- 2310 for free estimate
year round deep water
28. Mob. Home Rents Call 753-3949
Dresden, IN (901) 364-2256.
ing and brakes. tilt. 2500 K & K Slump Reeieval. Do you plete removal and more Call
You must see this one
Economical clean 2 bedroom One bedroom apartment near REE MAR ARABIANS. Book
miles, many extras Call 492- need stumps removed from ROVER'S TREE SERVICE for
mobile home, small, quiet University for rent Call 753 your good mares _for 1981
8824.
youc yard or law!,cleatect of professional tree_ care- 753
Beautiful
spacious
home
court near town $90
8146 or 7532431
8536
breeding season
Three
at the waters edge of
1972 Jeep CI-5. 6 cylinder. 3 stumps' We can remove
Two bedroom Apartment at stallions. 753-6126
painting
Kentucky Lake. It is not
speed. lock out hubs, with stumps up to 24 below the Professional
for rent Trailer available
ground. leaving only sawdust paperhanging. paneling. COal
Embassy Apts Call /53-4331 38: Pets-Supplies
only well built, secluded,
meta'top Call 901-642-6353
month Call 753-8436 after 5 or 753-3530 after 5 pm
and chips Call for free mercial or residential 20 years
and restful but, is mainAKC registered Boston Terre'
pm
estimate Bob Kemp 435-4343 experience Free estimates'
tenance free and can be
Two bedroom furnished apart- puppies Have nice marking
53. Serkes Offered
or Bob Kemp, Jr 435-4319
759-1981.
Furnished 3 bedroom 2 bath ment.some utilities paid $150 Call 753-7438
divided into two separate
.
Alcoa Aluminum or vinyl siding Licensed electrician
central heat and au, washer per month 753-8119
living quarters. Baal the 'Please excuse Elmer for not doing his anthand gas in Stop' For all your repair needs
and trim. Aluminum trim for stallation heating installation
Dog obedience classes ANC
dryer, large lot 753-4091
roofing carpentry plumbing
convenience of your own metic homework. His computer battery went Ouch houses.
Two bedroom furnished apart German Shepherds and ANC
Jack Glover, 753- and repairs Call 753-7203
arid electrical work rook no
private
boat
For rent Mobile home, IMO, ment for rent Call 753-8298
dock.
Jown."
1873
Austrailian cattle dogs Call
559,500. Call today for
furnished, natural gas heat,
Mobile home anchors under- more' Call 753-9226 or 753436-2858
33. Rooms for Rent
Alexander s Septic Tank Clean- pinning. vinyls
an appointment to see
near University Phone 153aluminum and 9623 We'll do your Job large or
ing, vacuum cleaned from your fiberglass roofs
45. Farms For Sale
43. Real Estate
Boys large unfurnished room 43. Real Estate
this goregous home.
3895 after 5 pm
sealed patio small All work done to your
driveway, industrial or residen- awnings aluminum
with kitchen facility 1626
carports satisfaction
Two acre farm for sale in Lynn hal 753-5933
56.4. 6 r••• •141434
Need down payment' Let us
2 bedroom trailer, very clean. Hamilton.
24 hour service single or doubles Jack Glover, Wet basement?
Call 753-8572 or
h
home
We rnake
Grove area Several out151-5/25
show you how you can purapproximately 212 moles on
Loh.5•4. 153-14.
436-5479
basements dry, work complete
buildings Call /539964 ask Concrete and block work Block 753-1873
chase this 3 bedroom brick
641 South No pets. 753-8436
544511•1154,
51 153-4146
garages.
basements,
ly
guarenteed
driveways.
Call
or write
for Amber
34. Houses For Rent
1•••I 54444•46•• ••
priced in the 530's Call us for
after 5 pm.walks, patios, steps free
Morgan Construction
IS3 93,•
ALUMINUM
C.,
wo bedroom, new carpet. new 'Beautiful, large. 3 bedroom your showing as there is no
estimates
Charles
Route
2.
Box
409A
Barnett,
Paducar
46.
fromeUl
isign in the yard It's your move
SERVICE CO.
furniture, washer and dryer, duplex with fireplace, stove.
Y
753-5476
‘
42001.
11
1
1
1
or
call
night
day
or
you'll win Dial 753-1492
cstate for sale or rent
Aluminum and Vinyl
natural gas heat, may be seen refrigerator, dishwasher, gar- and
442-7026.
Murr•y-Calloway
Reasonable terms Livestock Custom made cabinets, music
NEW LISTINGbage disposal. No pets. 753- at CENTURY 21 Loretta lobs
Siding, Custom Trim
at Shady Oaks.
County Realty
Realtors
57.
Wanted
facilities Garden,, fruit trees centers, book cases hutches
5791 and 751-2649.
COUNTY
Work. References, Call
Two bedroom trailer, completeReasonable. 436-2566.
(502)153-1146
•436-2333.
Very attractive
Would like to rent Burley
liritsFeatresia:cudnge
olminutesom
woodburn
entlheat
cit
ng
3
Will
Ed
Bailey
753ly furnished, very nice, $150 for rent Very nice 3 bedroom,
304111 12th St
Tired of the problems
bedroom brick home
pounds for 1980 crop Call
for sale or lease Beautician DO all- types of plumbing large
0689.
bath, (all appliances furper month Call 753-8964 after
14, 42071
of rental property?'
492-8996
Special' Tired of giving away or small lobs all work guar.
nished) home, in nice subdivi5
call
and
Then
us
see
nanteed
5 years experience
part of your hard earned
sion. $300 per month. Phone
30. Business Rental
what,alternatives are
money? You can own your own 753-5360
753.8080.
Low cost home loan money
available. Coleman
furnished shop and 4 bedroom
den
For sale or rent. Two bedroom
won't last long. For applicaMal
You will like our large
Real Estate, 753-9898.
house with no money down
house
tions,
newly
decorated
incomes
on
121
can
wary
up
to
selection of quality
Warehowse
You can start making money to753-9193
fireplace,
attached
Coldwater road. Call 489-2775_
$22,500 for a five member
frames.
day Call 153-5074
garage, and wooden
Storage Space
•
family. Give us a call now at
For 'rent: 2 and 3 bedroom
backyard
deck
Newly
CARTER STUDIO
decorated
with
home
For Rent
Russ WWII
753-1492 for informatIon on
houses. near University. 492presents a pretty picpool. Parklane Drive
304 Meth
&PRO/Mill MANAGIA411•11
7534295
3
this 10 7/8% interest. Yes. you
753-4758
8225.
ture for pleasant livbedrooms. 2 baths inside and 1
read right - under 11% on a 25
34 Years Experienced
ing! Mid 440's. Contact
bath pool side, large eat-in kit- Electrical, light
30x40 Shop. Gas heat $200 Nice 2 bedroom house on 121 ON TARGET You are going to year term Dial 753-1492. Well
South. one mile from city lump for Of when you see what help you Century 21 Loretta
chen, living room, den or din- plumbing Reasonable Guala,
the "Home Team" at
per month. 753-8119
- Reasonable Rates
limits. Call 753-9898.
ing room, abundant closet Rt 5 Benton 42025 1-354we have for you' Priced at only Jobs, Realtors.
Kopperud Realty, 75332. Apts. For Rent
Licensed and Insured
6211
Immediate
space
occupancy.
1222
$21.300
:
you
could
not
find
a
Extra large upstairs 2 bedroom Partially furnished 2 bedroom better buy. Located 4.4 miles
For appointment call 153Call 753-3943
FINANCING
Guttering
by
Sears.
conSears
furnished apartment. $165 per house, North 6th. No pets from Murray in the southwest
8064
AVAILABLE
tmous gutters installed per
month. CoupIe, no pets. Water Deposit and lease required school district. this newly
Save energy and get
Two bedroom -brick house in your specifications. Call Sears
furnished. Central gas heat and Call 753-9208 after 4 pm.
decorated home is country livout of the rut of thinkcounty on 1 9 acres. $11.000 753-2310 for free estimate.
air. Call 753-1203.
Three bedroom home. $225 ing at it's best. You have to see
ing formal living
firm Call 435-4193
Guttering by Sears, Sears conFurnished one bedroom Apart- Deposit and references re- the inside to appreciate the exroom. Look at this
225 L. P. Miller St.
BOYD-MAJOR
tinous gutters installed per
ment $80 per month New Con- quired. No pets. Gas heat. 753- tras this home has, 2
47.
Motorcycles
house with a liveable,
Across From Community Center
your specifications. Call Sears
REAL ESTATE
8895
(
bedrooms, kitchen, living room.
cord Call 436.2427
roomy "great room"
1978 Yamaha IT-250E good 753-2310 for free estimate
I
753-8080
Open Hours
For rent. 2 bedroom furnished Two bedroom, central heat and bath. and a huge utility room.
condition low mileage Call
for comfortable living
An
acre
of
ground
with
appliances.
air,
153Call
all
ProfesslorulServ ices
duplex apartment. 411 N 5th.
753-1419
Located on a corner lot
Mon.
&
Tues. 7:30-12:30
beautiful shade trees to keep
ith The FrIendly Touch"
8146 Available February 1st_
Murray. 492-8225,
in an excellent
COURTNEY SMALL
48. Auto. Writes
the heat a way in the summer.
Closed
Wednesday
New 2.3 bedroom apartments, Two bedroom house with Come take a look and see
neighborhood. This is
YOU'LL FEEL
ENGINE REPAIR &
what
Four 8.15x16.5 tires. Lots of
Thurs.,
central heat, air-conditioned. garden and carport. refrigerator a house
Sat. 8:30-12:30
Fri.
&
a
3
bedroom,
2
bath
AT HOME .
your money can buy!
tread left $140 set 436-5610
SAW SHOP Cold.
fireplace, stove, refrigerator, and stove furnished. For not This one
home with therWhen you first walk
won't last long, be the
appliances, 2 blocks from cam- over 3 people. $145 per month. first to-see!
water, 489-2853.
mopane windows,..cenin! There's a iwarni,
Call Vicki at Spann
41 Used Cars
pus 753-5791. 153-2649
489-2595. "
traf electric heat and
a
cozy atmosphere in
Real Associates. 153-7124.
1974 Caprice. 44,000xx Local
air. Priced in the $50's
this extra nice roomy,
car,
all options 1975 125XLS
3111VUT REAL r Mt.
through
Kopperud
modern
home.
Honda, 1000xx. like new. 153lk The 1•06en seaMO
Awry tie
Realty, 711 Main
Separate large panel••,•• •••1"114•.
3942
Coldwater Road
,.:
FARMS HOMES
753-3604
ed den, big kitchen
4 w'"--(c,...-., ., -..
1914 Couger XR-7. 62.000
4'3:3; '
BUSINESSES
"".
•
,!.,.•••
w-‘1:-:
plus built-ins, dinette,
Open All Winter
..,,,ber,..".3431.",
.
.3
-3
;
3 •:`:-.
original miles, good condition
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
:pp: • .. 44113.•
Mon-Sat. 930-10 00
Ps baths, and central
Sun I I 00 8 00
. •e,•30
S Purdene & Thurman
PROPERTY
Call 753-0828
heat
and
air.
34
acre
32 Flavors ice Cream
Listings nenclinll Offices •
Insurance &
0
1976 Chevrolet. high mileage
•
lot only 2'2 mi, from
Coast to Coast. dryers
Real Estate
Also
extra clean, power steering,
town.
Affordable
1
at
from
Everywhere.
Sinitlislile
Court
Sq.
brakes, windows. locks $2000
Best Fried Chicken in Town
$41,500.
scheduled and
-.0
"Free" Catalog.
T9i0
Murray, Kentucky SI 436-5486.
who hasnon-cominacial
2 Pc. Snack Box
the lodnidual
hat
certifies
STROUT
REALTY
k
a
753-4451
(s
1
Breast & Wing
Ihis hereby
OWNER'S LEFT
•
Classified `flans IA tor tttiget & limes
Iwo.Inviter
0 1965 Dodge Dart slant 6
la a
Or Thigh & Leg
1311(4144w., 14
straight shift, good condition
fr
.
pad in advance StItt days in tilt l'illTill
STATE
fertsetierdenbicon
2 Potato logs Roll
addition:
Morn, l•
55.
$ 1 35
iCt
• .1
Close in- 3 B.R. home,
charge. an
$350 Call 753-9181 or 753dem to be nIt
no,
has
extra
Inns
tPs
no
753-01/6
ATTENTION VETERANS! Have 8124
adierlisernens li itie
3 Pc. Dinner
newly decorated and
vill receive. at
.44r104.4
the same
you taken advantage of your
Breast Thigh, VVing
carpeted, electric
,pecuhlt days ol week.
1977
Landau
LTD
AM-FM
first
right to own your own _home_
34'otato logs Roll
Robeti P Taylor
heat, lover 1700 sq. ft.
',old during the
Here's your real escape, From
with a 1000o G I loan if not stereo tape, 3-way seats.
Manage
Advertising
of living area!.
cruise
Call
759-4123
We Also Have Family Dinners
Ciasskied
city congestion and taxes. Easy
contact os. Coleman Real
situated
on
a
2
acre
commuting lust one mile from
1974 Mercury
Fstate 753-9898
Marquis
$550
wooded lot, large liv8 Pc. Family Dinner
city limits This 3 bedroom colBrougham 2-door hardtop
ing
room,
country
kitonial guarantees freedom from
power steering and air, electric
$150
12 Pc. Family Dinner
chen, convenient to
the early morning squeeze by
seats and windows. $650 Call
• ;.
aluda
li)
shopping,
restaurants.
the
three
in the bathrooms.
753-9181 or 753-8124
S8 50
,
16 Pc. Picnic Dinner
Fisher Price. In 30's.
May we suggest your dialing
1967 Oldsmobile 98 for sale
753-1492 for your showing of
753-1222
22 Pc. Picnic Dinner
Call 753-4744
this home? CENTURY 21 Loret-0
Restored 1958 Buick Road
la lobs Realtors.
COUNTRY HOME
master Call 753-2364
ON 13 ACRES
50.
Used Trucks
FOR SALE
1968 Dodge
too Kik*
OR RENT
$650. Call 753-3465
Located only 7 miles
east of Murray is this
(Clip This Ad From The Paper And Save For A Handy Reference)
1977 Dodge van, part
choice property con14 Words $5.80
custoquzed, need to sell. Call
' 4
,44
1
/4
sisting of large rustic
753-6470 or 759-1276.
home on 13 acres. Also
1978 F-150 Ford 4x4, nice. Call
included are several
753-3632 or 753-4424.
barns and outbuildings
1970 Ford truck, good cond.i
and fenced area for
bon, $450 Call 436-253,
horses. Owner will
Clothing, Saddles, Harness,

Joe West
Electrical
Service

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

th
at4
to

B_

1S

le
hic
t.

0

II

753-3685

1890's Ice Cream Parlor

-i

Want Ad
Guaranteed"Warranty.
W eek

52 °

& Times :LedgeT
I•AU'ita
..
'"..• : 4-4 .,:- :::.

'10"

753-8080

401.

Dial-A-Service
Leatherliepair &
Custom Work

Fire
911

Poison
Control

Purses & Billfolds

753-9736
Sheriff
753-3151
Ambulance
753-9332

753-7588

Heating and Air
Conditioning Sales
Soles and Service
Modern Sheet Metal
it Service Deportment,

753-9290

FALL SPECIAL
10% OFF
AN Paint
And Labor
(Witit This Ad)
Experienced

Bushy Wert
Very Illeesesellde Prices

OERKrs
Quality Service
Company

Robinson 84 Day
Painting
Contractors
753-5292 '

CUSTOM KITCHEN
CABINETS & CUSTOM
WOODWORKING
•CAST117111 pawn V.UNITUUO
•CIISTORI BOK I ARMIN
CABINIETS

753-5940
1212 MAIN

FREI
Termite
Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish
8. Shrubs

KELLEY'S TERMITE
S. PEST CONTROL
s 13th St
Murray, Ky

753-3914

Police
911

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131
**
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6952
Radio Cab
Company

consider lease, leaseoption, or sale at
reasonable terms
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty, for all
the information.
NEW LISTING
Excellent rental property half block from
University includes
brick home with 2
seperate rental Units
plus a garage apartment. Potential for
good rate of return on
investment. Offered in
the low $40's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for all the details
First time on market.

18 Words $7.33

JEEPS, CARS,
TRUCKS available
through government agencies,
many sell for under $200.00. Call
602-941-8014 Ext
No. 5067 for your
directory on how
to purchase.

1/ AN. Deadline for following days Publication

WE'LL GUARANTEE
YOUR WANT AD!

Sell tliai bicycle the kids no longer are, or the loot locher you ye had slaed away lot so
long. Mere s more to be someone looking or scores ol ikon you have around Nye house that you
RO longer need
We're so sure mull per results Iron your Murray ledger & Times Want Ad Mat we II guaran
lee it with our new Two Week Warranh
All you have to do is elHe a seven day Wan) Id in our (lauded sechow lor any one
commercial item or several items If your item do not sell within flie Ion seven days we will
run Ike ad ICY anolher consecutive week al no addihonal charge wilh no tOIAP 1174110111
lot VOA
and no questions asked
Go Newel' lIne hmse...don't forget Me attic and garage and pallier Me items roc no Powder
lave a need Ica What easier war to make el ha cask'

Bring In The Coupon or Mail With Your Check to:
AU. ADS CASH IN ADVANCE!

TAXI CAB
SERVICE

THE MURRAY
LEDGER Et TIMES

6 a.m.-Midnight
7 Days A Week

Business Phone
753-5351
of 753-5352
Residence

104 N. 4th Street, Murray, Ky.

Offer Expires January 31, 1981
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DEATHS & FUNERALS

I

Mrs. Taz Rogers Is
Rites Held Sunday
Dead At Age Of 71;
For Miss Haneline
Funeral Is Tuesday
'Viola Hackett )
Rogers of 812 Sha Wa Circle,
Murray. was pronounced dead
on arrival at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital at
11 a.m. Sunday. She had been
stricken ill at home.
The Murray woman,71, was
a retired employee of the Food
Services Department at Murray State University and was
a member of the Salem Baptist Church_ Born Feb. 14,
1909, in Graves County, she
was the daughter of the late
Spencer Hackett and Hattie
Gupton Hackett.
Mrs. Rogers is survived by
her husband. Taz; two sons,
Bill Rogers, Benton. and
Meredith Rogers, Tell City,
Ind.; two brothers, Clarence
Hackett, Murray Route 2, and
Pat Hackett, . Murray; four
grandchildren —Susan Gayle,
Shelly Lynn, Jeffrey Lee, and
Monty Ray Rogers.
She was preceded in death
by one sister, Mrs. Bessie
Buchanan, and one brother,
Jewell Hackett.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
H. K. Sorrells of Brownsville,
Tenn., and the Rev. Mike- Littrell officiating. Burial will
follow in the Salem Cemetery.

The funeral for Miss Helen
Haneline of 506 Poplar Street,
Murray, was held Sunday at
3:30 p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. pr.
Walter E. Mischke. Jr., officiating. The music was by
Jimnly and Linda Wilson.
Pallbearers were David
Lamb, Frankie, Artie. Gary,
Larry, and Ronnie Haneline,
all nephews. Burial was in the
Coldwater Church of Christ
Cemetery.
Miss Haneline, 72, died Friday at 6 p.m. at the home of a
brother, Harry Haneline. She
retnrned to Murray to reside
after her retirement at Koken
Company,St. Louis, Mo.,after
40 years. She was a member of
the First United Methodist
Church.
Survivors include one sister,
.Mrs. Pauline Lamb, Farmington Route 1; four brothers
— Burie of Mayfield Route 7,
Bert and Harry of Farmington
Route 1, and James of
Madison Heights, Mich;
several nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Kummer Dies
Saturday; Mother
Mrs. G. T. Lilly
Mrs. Anna Kummer,
mother of Mrs. (1. T. Lucy,
Lilly of Murray,died Saturday
at 8:45 a.m, at the Medical
Center, Bowling Green.
She was 87 years of age, the
widow of Oswald F. Kummer,
and a resident of Franklin
Route 3.
Mrs. Kummer is survived
by two daughters, Mrs. Lilly,
Murray, and Mrs. Robert E.
Mabe, Chattanooga, Tenn.;
two sons, Arnold and Kornea
Kummer, Franklin; five
granddaughters; one grand,
son; one great grandson.
The funeral was held today
at 11 a.m, at the chapel of the
Booker
Funeral Home,
Franklin, with burial in the
Greenlawn Cemetery there.

Mrs. Nora Skaggs
Dies At Hospital

Mrs. Lowell Jones
Dies Saturday With
Rites Held Today
Mrs. Lowell E. (Lora Lee)
Jones of Kirksey Route 2 died
Saturday at 4:05 p.m. at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital. She was 78 years of
age.
The Calloway woman was a
member of the Kirksey United
Methodist Church. Born May
29, 1902, in Calloway County,
she was the daughter of the
late Epp Hurt and Rosa Lee
Marshall Hurt.
Mrs. Jones is survived by
her husband; two sons, Bobby
Dale Jones, Kirksey Route 2,
and Billy Joe Jones, 305 South
12th Street, Murray; one
brother, Wilburn (Bill) Hurt,
1907 Gatesborough, Murray;
three grandchildren.
She was preceded in death
by three brothers — Loyd,
Galon, and Coleman Hurt,
and two sisters, Mrs. Gladys
Hargrove and Mrs. Ruby
Cochran.
The funeral is being held today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr. Billy
Grey Hurt of Frankfort, her
nephew,and the Rev. Bob Dotson officiating. Mrs. Oneida
White is organist and soloist.
Jewell McCallon, Fred
Garland, Charles Tucker,
Junior Compton, Harold
McReynolds, and Mark Cunningham are serving as
pallbearers. Burial will follow
in the Kirksey Baptist Church
Cemetery.

Mrs. Nora Skaggs of 500
North Seventh Street, Murray,
died today at 6:15 a.m. at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital. She was 80 years of
ate.
Born Aug. 16, 1900, in Kentucky,she was the daughter of
the late Henry Thomas Waddell and Della Louise Reams
Waddell.
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Donald
)Lavinia) Page, 500 North
Tom Bell, son-in-law of Mr.
Street, Murray, and
and Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch of Seventh
Hartswell, BirmLynn Grove, died Sunday at 2 Mrs. Hattie
ingham, Ala.; one son,
General
Buffalo
the
at
a.m.
Final rites fur Mrs. Lillie
William Nicholas Skaggs,
Derrington Chambers of 806 Hospital, Buffalo, N. Y. He Richmond, Va.; four sisters —
South Ninth Street, Murray, was 59 years of age and his Mrs. Vera Blakely, Cave City,
were held Sunday at 2 p.m. at death was due to leukemia.
MunMr. Bell, a resident of 5019 Mrs. Juanita England,
the chapel of the Blalockfordville, Mrs. Freda Adcock.
Coleman Funeral Home with Ledge Lane, Williamsville, N. Frankfort, and Miss Ural
A former Murray business
the Rev. Robert Wasson and Y., was an aeronautical
Waddell, Valley Station; 11 woman, Mrs. Dottie Jones, "
the Rev. Julian Warren of- engineer for the Cornell Lab grandchildren.
died Saturday at 5:25 p.m. at
ficiating. The music was by and later for Union Carbide.
The funeral will be held the Westview Nursing Home.
Freida Wasson, soloist, and He was a graduate of the Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
She was 94 years of age and a
University of Florida,
Angela Manning,organist.
chapel of the I.angsford resident of 306 North Fifth
Pallbearers were George Gainesville,and was stationed
Funeral Home,Lebanon Junc- Street, Murray.
Ray Lyles, Morgan Houser, at Murray State with the Navy tion, with burial to follow in
Mrs. Jones and her husII.
War
World
in
Unit
V-12
Alton Ridings, Bee Guthrie,
the Munfordville City band, Curt Jones, to whom she
wife,
his
by
survived
is
He
Bennett, Ortis
Charles
Cemetery.
was married on Aug. 2, 1905,
Guthrie, James Rose, Hubert Mrs. Maxine Crouch Bell, to
The J. H. Churchill Funeral moved to Murray from
Aug.
on
married
was
Brandon, Dwane Jones, Carl whom he
Home had charge of the local Paducah in 1934, and formerly
Usrey, Eugene Manning, and 3, 1947; one daughter, Mrs. arrangements.
.operated the Ben Franklin 5
Michael (Sherry) Oliverie,
Richard Towery.
and 10 Cent Store on the North
Burial was in the Murray Ci- and two grandchildren, Mikel
side of the court square. Her
and Corey Oliverie, Buffalo,
ty Cemetery.
husband died Nov. 15, 1961.
Mrs. ChamIzers, 85, died N. Y.; one son, Tommy Bell,
She was also preceded in
Thursday at 7:11 p.m. at the Los Angeles, Cal.; his mother,
death by two sons, Edgar L.
Mrs. Betty Bell, and one
Westview Nursing Home.
Jones, on June 1, 1974, and
She is survived by two step sister, Mrs. Betty Obyrne,
Vester L. Paschall of Mur- Everette D. Jones, on June 11,
daughters. Mrs. Virgie Derr- Gainesville, Fla.
of the
Memorial services will be ray Route 7 died Sunday at 6 1977. She was a member
ington and Mrs. William
First Baptist Church. Born
Murray-Calloway
the
at
a.m,
the
at
evening
Tuesday
held
DerMahlon
Starick; step son,
March 12, 1886, at Grand
rington; sister, Mrs. Mary Presbyterian Church at County Hospital. He was 73
Rivers, she was the daughter
age.
of
years
Y.
N.
Williamsville,
Ridings.
Born Nov. 8, 1907, in of the late John J. McWaters
Calloway County, he was the and Mary Jane Jones
/42.7.. MZE.
of the late Sam PassAall McWaters.
son
Chevrolet
Mrs. Jones is survivect.by
and Rafecca Paschall. He Was.
a member of the Salem Bap- two daughters-in-law, Mrs.
Alberta Jones, Cape
tist Church,
Mr. Paschall is survived by Girardeau, Mo., and Mrs:
,
his wife, Mrs. Nola Orr Rubye B. Jones, Memphis,
Paschall; one son, Lindy N. Tenn.; three grandchildren —
Paschall and his wife, Shirley, Mrs. Wylene White, Cape
Murray Route 7; two sisters, Girardeau, Mo., Everette Otis
and
4111111 /411.BB 661
'.
Mrs. Fred Orr and Mrs. Jones, Brentwood, Tenn.,
Pauline Boyd, Hazel Route 1; Mrs. Sandra Kessner, Memtwo grandchildren, Michael phis, Tenn.
The funeral is being held toI
•
Paul and Melissa Paschall.
..
I -Funeral services will be day at 1:30 p.m. at the chapel
held today at 3 p.m. at the of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
GM Parts For
chapel of the Max Churchill Home with the Rev. Dr. Bill
GM Cars
Funeral Home with the Rev. Whittaker officiating and Bea
Mike Littrell and the Rev. Farrell as organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Jackson Foster officiating.
Mrs. Oneida White is organist Norman Hale, Bobby
McDowell, Bill Adams, Jr.,
and soloist.
Keep That Great GM Feehng
Serving as pallbearers are Fred Workman, H. Glenn
3)6U
Cliff McCallon, Milburn Orr, Doran, and J. C. Brewer.
'ci/I.
am"rats Lw
Ted Potts. Othel Paschall, Burial will follow in the Mur- 641 Sown
...
Bobby Kemp, and Hugh ray City Cemetery.
The family requests that exFoster. Burial will follow in
Chevrolet
Chevrokt
pressions of sympathy take
the Oak Grove Cemetery.
the form of contributions to
one's favorite charity.

Tom Bell Dies At
Hospital; Services
To Be On Tuesday

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Chambers

Mrs. Dollie Jones
Dies; Was Former
Businesswoman

Vester L. Paschall
Dies Sunday; Rites
Being Held Today

Subcommittee..
Services Are Held
For Mrs. Morgan
Final rites for Mrs. Lucille
Beale Morgan were held
Saturday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Calvin Wilkins officiating.
Pallbearers were Steve
Beale, Mason Beale, Jr., John
Beale, Charles Beale, Joe Carl
Beale, and Keith Petty. Burial
was in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Vorgan, 84, died
Thursday at the Westview
Nursing Home. She is survived by one daughter, Carrie
Elizabeth Beale, Murray; one
son, William Mnson Beale,
Birmingham, Ala.; six grandchildren — Mrs. Keith Petty,
Steve, John, Mason, Charles,
and Joe Carl Beak: five great
grandchildren.

Mrs. Anna Hopkins
Dies Today; Rites
To Be On Wednesday Murray Man
Mrs. Anna Hopkins of Alm°
Arrested; Three
died today at 2 a.m. at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Cited For Shoplifing
Hospital. She was 72 years of

age and was preceded in death
Charles B. McCiuston, 18,
by her husband, Hercy J. Route 5, Murray, was charged
1976.
2,
March
Hopkins,on
with theft by unlawful taking
The deceased was a retired over $100 in connection with
a
nurse and was a member of
automobile parts stolen from
Presbyterian Church. Porn Overby Honda, a Murray
Feb. 7, 1908, she was the Police
Depa rtment
daughter of the late Phillip V. spokesman said.
King and Susie Futrell King.
McCuiston was lodged in the
Mrs. Hopkins is survived by Calloway . County Jail, the
one daughter, Mrs. Rob spokesman said.
(Jewel) Walston, Murray
In three separate cases, a
Route 2; one sister, Mrs. Win- Murray State University stufred ( Pearl ) Allison, Hardin; dent and two juveniles were
one brother, Bruce King, Mur- issued citations for shoplifting
ray; two grandchildren, Mrs. over the weekend at Kroger,
Dennis )Sharion ) Kauffman, the spokesman said.
Dixon, Tenn., and Rob
Alfred G. Cravens, 19, and
Walston, Jr., Murray Route 2; the two juveniles each took
four great grandchildren.
less than $2 worth of merchanThe funeral will be held dise, the spokesman said.
Wednesday at 11 a.m, at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
In 187Q, construction began
Joe Gardner officiating.
Friends may call at the on the Brooklyn Bridge, which
funeral home after 2 p.m. now links Manhattan and
Brooklyn in New York City.
Tuesday.

NOW Accounts
CHECKING WITH
INTEREST

Hopkinsville Federal
Savings Et Loan Assn.
Murray South
Branch
715 So. 12th St.
753-1214

Murray Downtown
Branch
7th Et Main
753-7921
024464 Worn

LENDER
..11=11M1=11..-

Byron Edwin Iseminger of
Cadiz died Sunday at 3:30 p.m.
at the St. Thomas Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn. He was 73
years of age.
He is survived by his wife,
Vera; one daughter, Miss
Doris Iseminger, Kent,
Wash.; three sons — Edwgrd,
Princeton, Ind., RoriRld,
Denver, cob., and Leonard,
Auburn, Wash.; 15 grandchildren; one great grandchild.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Goodwin Funeral
Home, Cadiz, with the Rev.
Julius Carter officiatigg.
Burial will follow in Green Hill
Memorial Gardens in Christian County.
Masonic rites will be held at
8 p.m Tuesday at the Goodwin
Funeral Home where friends
may call after 4 p.m. Tuesday.

Curris agreed and pointed out that
unique facilities, such as Murray.
State's Biological Station, could be
utilized by students in all eight state
universities if a "true system" of
higher education was embraced by the
state.
The university president appealed to
he legislators to deregulate universities so "we can do our job as cost effectively as possible."
The legislators were Curris' luncheon
guests and were scheduled for a tour of
the main campus following lunch.
Other legislators attending were:
Sen. Robert Martin of Richmond,
former president of Eastern Kentucky
University and co-chairman of the Suncommittee on Education and chairmau
of the Subcommittee on Higher Education; Rep. Ramsey Morris of
Hopkinsville, Subcommittee on Education; Rep. Joel Ellington of Paducah,
Subcommittee on Higher Education;
Rep. Harry Mobley Jr. of Richmond,
Subcommittee on Higher Education;
and Rep. Willard ) Woodie ) Allen of
Morgantown, Subcommittee on Higher
Education. Rep. Freed Curd of Murray
was a guest at the meeting.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market New
Service
January 19, 1981
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 991 Est 500 Harrows &
Gilts 25 to 50 lower Sows steady 1 00
higher
US 1-2 210-240 lbs
841.25-41.50
US 2210-250 lbs
$41 51-4125
US 2-3 240-260 lbs
840 50-41.00
US 2-4250-270 lbs
839.50-40.50
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
832.00-34.00
US 1-3 301)-450 lbs
*3399-3550
US 1.3 450-500 lbs
635.50-38,00
US 1-3 500650 lbs
838 0039 00
US 2-3 130-500 lbs
832 00-33 00
Roars 29 99-3099

Stock Market
-I 79

industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
Amencan Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
GA F
General Dynamic
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Ott
Hardees
Heublien
IBM
Jenco
K-mart
Kuhn's Big K
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U.S Tobacco
Wendy's

42'. +
unc
35'. +%
Si +%
+‘-if
211

Shady Oaks Trailer
Suffers Minor
Damage After Fire
A trailer in Shady Oaks
Trailer Court suffered minor
damage from a fire early
Saturday morning, according
to a Calloway County FireRescue Squad spokesman.
Resident of the trailer. is
Greg
Wheatley, the
spokesman said. However, no
one was injured in the incident, he added.
Eleven men with two trucks
responded to the call, at 3:10
a.m., the spokesman said.
Cause of the fire is unknown,
the spokesman said.

+

14 unc
396 +6

President Andrew Johnson
proclaimed the Alaska Pur17% unc chase treaty on June 20, 1867.
42%
Alaska was discovered by
27% unc
n*. +4 Russian explorer Vitus Bering
66% unc in 1741, but after the Crimean
27%13 274A
War Russia decided the ter19 -Lk
+'. ritory was too vulnerable to
27.11
hold. Johnson proclaimed the
4 +
.
31
treaty binding- after' payihg'a
No Trade
6A price of $7.2 million.
,
179.13 17
45

- 4
.

21% unc

P. N.HIRSCH & CO
on

INTERCO compon,,

Olympic Plaza, Murray

Chair
Pads
Only
Many Bright Colors
P.N. Hirsch & Co. Men's

Jeans

$888

15 Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.

B. E. Iseminger
Dies At Hospital

(Coutiaued from Page I
aruversity has cooperated and worked
with the University of Kentucky's community colleges in Paducah,
Hopkinsville and Madisonville in
developing pepgrams in computer
science, pre-veterinary medicine, and
coal production.
Curris listed the 15 most popular majors at Murray State as: accounting,
nursing, agriculture, biological
sciences, elementary education, computer sciences, business administration, music, radio-television, art, premedical, engineering technology,
special education and political science
and pre-law.
"We view the responsibility of our
university as more than providing an
education for students," Curris said.
"We are a part of the fabric of the
region."
Following Curris' presentation, Rep.
Carl Nett of Louisville, co-chairman of
the Subcommittee on Education,
observed that a breakdown in the mission of the Council on Higher Education
is that each state institution regards
itself in competition with the other institutions.

Entire Stock

Blankets

113
Save $2.00-12.00
Including Electric Blanket

Only
Big Bell Only

Terry

Kitchen
Towels

62

Dish Cloth L
Pot Holders

Ladies Nylon

Wind
Breakers
$088
Only.

N

Ladies

Purses
$588
Reg. to 8.00

Many Other Sayings Throughout The Store
Sale Prices Good Thru Jan. 25, 1981

